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I SEE YOU, SPENDING THOSE LONG
NIGHTS THROUGH MY PROFILE.

YOU’D THINK THE MAKEUP I DO IS
FOR YOU – IT’S NOT. THIS GLOW,
THE HIGHLIGHT, AND SHEEN FROM
MY GLOSS ISN’T SOMETHING I DO
FOR YOU, IT’S SOMETHING I DO
FOR MYSELF. SO NEXT TIME YOU
DECIDE TO STALK ME THROUGH
THE NIGHT, MAYBE YOU SHOULD
START THINKING OF HOW TO IMPRESS ME THROUGH THE DAY…

ALL LOOKS WERE CREATED USING:
@morphebrushes @cinemasecrets
@faceatelier @smoldercosmetics
@styletherunway
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Then
Maybe...
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MAKEUP: Vanity Paulina, @glambyvanity
STYLIST: Jasmine Liddell, @j.alexandria_
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JUST
Maybe...
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OPPOSITE PAGE:
TOP - Kisskill Lingerie
STUD - Nissa Jewelry
EAR-CUFF - Yun Yun Sun
HAND-CUFF - Motif
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JACKET - Amelia Jang
NECKLACES - Motif and Sacred Jewels
EARRING: Danielle Stevens
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EARRING: Jewelry Bar
NECKLACE: Jewelry Bar
RINGS: Jewelry Bar
TOP: Seven Til Midnight

I May Decide to
use your Gloss on
my Skin
The LA Fashion Magazine | 11
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E

very year, publications can’t wait for that day when they can
announce the release of their Fall Issue. To some, it is often
referred to as the September Issue; To others? It is nothing
short of their Fashion Bible. You know exactly which one I am
referring to. It is that painstakingly heavy issue that, whether or not
you admit to it, you run to purchase and soon grow tired of carrying
around. But let's face it, you can't fathom putting it down until you
know it like the back of your hand - Why? because this is a roadmap
to what we will see this season.
But Fall - it is quite powerful...Maybe it has something to do with
what Fall really represents - CHANGE. Time changes, climate
changes, and with that, life changes as well. It’s funny when you
think about it. As the winds of change begin to blow, and the trees
begin to lose their leaves, you begin to make decisions that are life
altering. From new loves to family and work – everything is affected
by this, and it’s often for the best. Not only that, it’s the new energy
surrounding Fall that allows us to be so open to embracing the
changes brought forth. In fashion? it's thanks to the infamous
catwalk at NYFW, and in life - well, it's what you make of it. I know
I made changes, but I genuinely feel it's all for the best.
Therefore, this season, I chose to change your view of THE LA
FASHION. I went back to what I believed in - modern, clean, and
truly fashionable, all while I highlight a familiar face. The same face
that made her debut into our lives through showcasing her own
reality as I begin to share mine - This season I present an icon,
and though her family name is highly recognizable and influential,
this fashion muse stands tall on her own. She has made a name for
herself in the world of fashion, and that's because we all chose her.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: @drewdaileyimages MODEL:@jessahinton HAIR/MAKEUP: @brianvalentine
OPPOSITE PAGE - PHOTOGRAPHER: @rebeccapereznyc
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Partnering
LAFM with
COSMOPROF NA
This season was
no different than telling
us we are attending a
concert with an AA band
– and believe us when
we say, we are NOT
complaining. After a
week of going up and
down the convention
aisles in Las Vegas,
all while having tons
of products to try
and test, we can
finally offer you
this season’s game
changing products
for skin, hair, and
upkeep.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

SNOW CREAM
@lisseskinhealer
LQD SKINCARE; EYE
CREAM
@lqdskincare
FILLERINA
@fillerinausa
FIBER BROW
@cherrybloomsau
GIRLZONLY HAIR-CARE
DRY SHAMPOO
SPHYNX – RAZOR
@shopsphynx
ARIA TOOLS
@ariabeauty
PRE HEELS
@preheels

6.

3.
2.
4.

7.

1.
8.
5.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

VITA LIBERATA - BODY BLUR
@vitaliberata
ME - LOTION
@bfragranced
24k FACE CREAM
@allegresse_24k
HAWAIIAN BEAUTY H2O
@honuaskincare
SKIN YOGA
@skinyoga
MISHE - PETAL MIST
@mishebeauty
ECRU - LIPSTICK /
@ecrunewyork
RUNWAY LASH
@ecrunewyork
STYLE THE RUNWAY:
PHOTO READY
@styletherunway
SAFFRON OIL
@saffronsecret
MORGAN'S POMADE
@morganspomadeofficial

19.
We did all the dirty work, and now have a
15 brand cheat sheet just for you!
FALL EDITOR PICKS

18.

9.
10.
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13.

11.
17.

15.
14.

16.

12.

For more information on these or other beauty finds you can check out
@COSMOPROFNA or log in to our website www.thelafashion.com
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combination of half coconut oil, half moringa
oil and 5-10 drops of manuka oil. Manuka oil is
used to clear congested pores and kill bacteria.
PRODUCT SWAP: Emma Hardie Cleansing
Balm
TONER:

Don’t skip the chance to rebalance your skin.
Toners balance the skin without stripping it,
lighten and brighten, and leave the skin supple
and soft. To make a Rice Water Toner, heat one
cup of water (hot, but do not bring to a boil) and
pour it over 1/4 cup of rice. Stir until cloudy
and drain the water into a container. Add a drop
of lavender oil. Make a small batch to store in
refrigerator and use within one week.
PRODUCT SWAP: Biologic Recharge P50
Toner
SERUM:

Being that Fall brings less humidity and less heat,
we are looking at skin imbalances and dryness. Here
I will share my DIY guide to healthy, glowing skin!
CLEANSE:

First, I oil cleanse to remove all makeup. Oil
attracts oil, so all debris is easily removed. I like
to oil cleanse because it doesn’t disrupt the skin’s
protective barrier, leaving a hydrated and healthy
environment for acne-free skin. It’s best to really
massage the oil into your skin, giving it a chance
to break all product and environmental pollution down.
Then, wipe your face clean with a warm facial cloth. Follow
with a steam cloth and wipe thoroughly again. I make a
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I make a Red Raspberry Seed Oil (nature’s
SPF and protection factor of around 8) mixed
with Tamanu Oil (incredible for keeping acne at bay and
clearing up existing breakouts and scars, providing calm
to the skin). All you need is a tiny drop, warm between
fingertips and press into
skin. I also like using pure
raspberry seed oil as a
makeup primer.
PRODUCT SWAP:
Biologique Recherche
Complex Iribiol, infused
with zinc and salicylic acid
to rebalance complexion.
MOISTURIZER:

Simply, organic rose
water. I like to spray it frequently throughout the day for
hydration & glowing skin, great for setting makeup also.
PRODUCT SWAP: My absolute favorite, highly

concentrated moisturizer that never ever breaks me out is
Biologique Recherché Creme Dermopurifiante, topped
with Biologique Recherché Fluide VIP 02 oxygenating
serum for that dewy pop we all desire. For SPF, use Elta
MD SPF for sensitive skin

Vivant for problem skin. Tip:
mix the two for combination
skin, the more VIP 02 you
add the more hydrating.

MASK:

This is my absolute favorite! Exfoliate
with a Korean Body Mitten in the shower and then when
you’re ready to get out of the shower, massage this antiaging mixture into wet skin: In a squeeze-bottle combine
pure aloe vera gel (about 30%-40% of the bottle) with
Niacinamide powder / Vitamin B3 (about 3 grams, I order
mine from Skin Actives), and shake it up so that the niacin
has a chance to dissolve. Then, fill the rest of the bottle with
coconut oil and little rose-hip oil. Shake it up and keep it
in your shower. I like to wrap myself in a robe instead of
drying off with a towel so that the product has some
time to absorb. You will have the softest, most
radiant skin!
PRODUCT SWAP: Biologique Recharche Creme
MSR-H Corps, an amazing anti-aging, emollientrich alternative.

BODY:

Manuka Honey Active 15+ is a life-saving, calming, antibacterial mask for all skin woes and types. You can pretty
much kiss dryness, wrinkles, irritation, inflammation and
acne goodbye! I actually like to use this after cleansing as
much as possible. I butter up my face with honey and leave
it on for 15-20 mins and then rinse with warm water.
PRODUCT SWAP: Biologique Recharge Masque VIP 02
for dry, dehydrated skin and Biologique Recharge Masque

For White Teeth: What’s the use of having pretty
skin without pretty white teeth? After brushing and
flossing, oil pull! Warm 1 tablespoon of Coconut
Oil and then swish it around in your mouth for
15-20mins. Spit out and rinse with warm water.
You won’t believe how white your teeth become
and how healthy and pink your tongue and gums
become. Say goodbye to bad breath forever!
PRODUCT SWAP: Organic BR Brushing Rinse
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BEAUTY FIND

Beauty from Within
IN THE

WEEDS

The LA Fashion Magazine sat down with In The Weeds Natural
Skin Care founder, Lika Torline, who discusses her path to
skincare, why her products stand out, and how we can all achieve
that perfect natural glow!
Why is using natural ingredients in your products so essential?
When using products on your skin, it only takes 28 seconds
for what touches your skin to be absorbed into your body..
Unfortunately, most ingredients in skin care products have not
been tested for safety, and
oftentimes, those extra ingredients tend to cause more harm than
good especially on skin sensitive to alcohol and artificial fragrances.
When I created my face product, Dollface, I saw an immediate
difference in my skin with how it looked and felt. Everyone has a
choice of what they put on and in their body, and I feel it’s very
important for consumers to have a choice on store shelves that
doesn’t include a chemically-infested product.
How does your company stand out from it’s competitors?
We provide next level skincare with back-to-basics concepts. My
products are made with all natural ingredients, and I test everything
30 | thelafashion.com

on myself. During my training to become an esthetician I began
developing the concept of In The Weeds and creating an entire line
of products. Customers appreciate how much passion I have for my
products and our quality control. In The Weeds uses only essential
oils, and being a holistic esthetician, I make sure that we’re really
only using the best natural ingredients.
Are your products primarily for women?
No, actually it’s for both. Men particularly love Dollface, Buzzkill
(our insect repellent), and our holistic pressure point stick. I want
everyone, no matter their gender, to experience healthy radiant
skin, and my
products do that!
What is the ideal regimen for skin care?
How often should you wash, tone, and moisturize a day?
Washing your face morning and evening is ideal to keep your skin
clean and healthy. I recommend using argan oil to remove makeup
or face wipes that are ph balanced. You can also use witch hazel or
organic apple cider vinegar as a toner. Using a product like Dollface
that doubles as a scrub and a mask is also a great part of the routine.
This product you would apply every other night with warm water,
gently exfoliate or leave on as a mask, and then remove with cool
water. Then you can them follow with a serum, cream, or a lotion
with SPF.
Sunscreen is a must, and should be in everybody’s routine!
As a business owner, what has been the most challenging and
rewarding part about starting your own company?
As far as challenges go, there’s a huge sacrifice in starting a
business, and I think all business owners would agree that you have
to be a little crazy to start a business! I want to become a household
name, and that
takes work! However, having my business is very fulfilling because
I have customers who say they’re now “proud of [their] face,” and
more confident. Life is already hard as it is, so if I can make it a little
bit better through skin care, that makes me happy.
What are your plans for the future?
It’s really important to me that wherever the business goes, it stays
with the overall concept that we use our ‘hands to create what goes
on your hands.’ I would love to expand In The Weeds, our website,
and our
customer base. I’ve been thinking about a line for dogs, baby
skin care products, cosmetics and going into different niches of
the industry to develop more naturally conscious products for a
healthier lifestyle.

www.icelinkwatch.com

Let’s face it ladies, we all want to look like we just stepped
off the runway without paying runway prices. And while the
absolute-most-perfect-amazing gown may be swishing off
the Miu Miu model, there are tons of ways to get an amazing
look from the items in your closet!

Mono, mono, mono-

We're not talking about the syndrome, we're talking
about the symbol that has hit the runway year after year:
the monochromatic outfit.

W

hereas monochromatic dressing used
to be seen as age-old, with memories
of your grandmother having a dress/
coat/shoe/purse exactly matching
combination that was too much, monochromatic dressing
of this generation is all about mixing mediums, textures,
and shades to create a bold, beautiful and show-stopping
ensemble. Seen on the runway from top designers like
Max Mara (as seen on Gigi Hadid to the right), Stella
McCartney, Victoria Beckham, Oscar de la Renta and
Gucci, just to name a few, the trend has become a style
staple that's here to stay. You don't have to pay runway
prices to look like you just walked off the runway,
especially when totally chic brands like Zara are giving us
major feels with their low-price, high-quality fall finds!
So grab your wallet and head to your nearest Zara to mix
and match their monochromatic mentionables!
Neutral is always a great color to have in your
closet, and with their 'Soft-Feel Double
Breasted Coat' in a camel hair faux fur
color ringing in at $89.99-LAFM
says done and DONE! Don't forget
to pair it with the ever so soft
and comfy camel colored knit
sweater for a cool $49.99
to complete your lookperfect for work, wine
or just a Wednesday!
Now that's a steal!
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CASUALLY

Chic
W

hen it comes to runways, what's seen on
the catwalk eventually finds it's way into
department stores and
into the general public, as
Miranda Priestley of The
Devil Wears Prada liked to
mention. But what happens
when it goes the other way
around? The casually chic
revolution is born! From
M.O.D.= Models Off Duty
to the athleisure trend (hello
yoga pants for brunch!) to the sleepwear
trend, being casual and fabulous is the new phenomenon.
Seen on the left from Fenty by Rihanna, mixing pale tones,
comfy clothes and -gasp!-comfy shoes is the new trend
hitting fall hard!
Being casually chic doesn't mean sacrificing your whole
style, try a pale ensemble or a comfy ensemble with
elements like chic boots, comfy sweaters and some
glam makeup for an I-woke-up-like-this look!
Zendaya's sequined pjs by Ashish were just one
example of the new casual style taking over- this
season is all about looking low-key fabulous with
clothing stores like Zara, Asos, and H&M all
embracing it; their fall collections complete with
satin pjs sets for daytime wear, cozy sweaters to
pair with cozy pants, and of course some ever-so
subtle closed toed shoes. To complete your full
look, take a page off the Fenty runway and pair
this H&M hoodie (seen in pic) for only $19.99
and the white Timberland boots for $190!
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Dominate
Fall

You're a strong independent woman who don't
need no bad vibes and looking for some options
for your fashion to reflect that? Look no further
than the runway for the hottest trends, and
below for bringing the catwalk to your closet
without paying designer dollars!

T

his fall season as the weather gets a little
colder, it’s time to wrap up, dress up, and
dominate the season in our favorite style of
all: LEATHER. Think leather shirt dresses,
leather harnesses around ballgowns-hello!
Ralph Lauren SS18! And pleated leather minis-a bad
girl meets femininity! Leather has lined the runway
time and again and this fall it’s being reinvented
once again! Whether you're going out on the
town or pulling a power move at work, leather
can be dressed up or dressed down for any
occasion.

With the chic and badass Brandon
Maxwell dress on the left, to Ralph
Lauren adding a black harness around
Kendall Jenner’s dress for NYFW this
year, fall is all about commanding the
room because leather isn’t the only
thing coming back in style, BLACK is
BACK baby! But did it ever really leave?
Defining pieces like a studded or fringe
jacket, the everlasting smokey-eye and
some retro above-ankle below-knee
boots will be all the rage this season, so
be sure to hop on board!
Some of LAFM’s favorite low price,
high quality stores are debuting
leather, black and all over dominating
dress like Zara, Missguided, Asos &
Boohoo, so be sure to glance away at
all the offerings this fall. Just because
it’s getting colder doesn’t mean it’s an
excuse to compromise your fashion
sense!
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DENIM HISTORY IS MADE
In the past several years, Temraza has quickly made
its mark in the international fashion community.
Being known for showcasing intricate designs that
highlight the cultural legacy found in ancient Egypt,
and modernized for the sophisticated, powerful
women of today, the collections have been seen at
Fashion Weeks all over the world, including New York,
Amsterdam, Paris, Los Angeles, and Cairo.
This season, Temraza prides itself on fashion innovation
and taking risks, like announcing a first of its kind- a full
haute couture collection made solely of Denim.
Photography by Mahmoud Abd El Salam
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The fountain of youth for every woman
who dreams of a fadeless beauty.
Antioxidant ∙ Moisturizing ∙ Brightening
Anti-wrinkle ∙ Detox ∙ Lifting & Firming
Infused with 840ppb hydrogen

the miraculous ingredient, H
www.lisseskinhealer.com
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BEAUTY
The power
of botox and
stem cells with
Dr. Nguyen and
Dr. Halland
All Photography provided
by Jay Nodland

Written By Lisa Pallay
How did you get started? What is your
background?

Dr. Nguyen: My background is in Vascular Medicine and
also in Interventional Pain. I started doing a lot of cosmetic
therapy for varicose veins and spider veins and that in turn
brings in a high amount of cosmetic patients interested in
botox and fillers and things of that nature. After I started
doing botox and fillers, I completely fell in love with it and
that essentially become my niche here in NY.
Dr. Halland: I’m a Pain Management specialist. I’m
focused on non-surgical knee and spine treatments, with
a special emphasis on Regenerative Medicine and organic
options through the use of PRP, Stem Cells and natural
supplements. I apply unique techniques for patients to
address sports injuries, pain management conditions, &
42 | thelafashion.com

cosmetic anti-aging. I’m also a Specialist for injection
therapy and minimally invasive techniques.
What makes your practice different?

What differentiates us from other clinics is that we do a lot
of off-label modalities with botox and fillers. Traditional
botox and fillers place in the cheeks or in the lips and
things of nature, and what we have done now is we started
to mix fillers together to give very custom looks for our
patients. You want to do that because some fillers are
thicker than others and some are very thin and some are
very thick. It’s very hard to sculpt if you use only one filler.
We also use stem cells in order to maintain the look as well.
One of the things we do is something called a liquid facelift.
A lot of people come in because their skin drops over time.

Instead of having a patient undergo surgery, we place filler
in a unique position along cheekbone and it essentially
gives you high cheekbones and we mix with stem cells to
give a prolonged effect. Stem cells causes your own cells
to grow and rejuvenate the area. This is a very small niche
in the medical field, and it’s only now gaining traction in
cosmetic procedures.
What made you use stem cells in your work?

After a while, as you use more and more fillers, we got very
good at sculpting patients but it is not long lasting. Your
body naturally breaks them down over time and patients
have to come back often. The way stem cells work is that if
you can put a certain amount in a certain area, it can mimic
the cells around itself and grow into that type of cell. We
now understand facial anatomy well enough in order to
shape someone’s face the way we want. Now we inject stem
cells where we would normally place fillers in the hopes
that their cells will be stimulated to grow, giving patients
natural growth in that area.
It gives a more natural and
prolonged cosmetic result

patients who are even more educated as well. A lot of times
when patients come in, they have done their due diligence
and tons of research and they ask a good amount of
questions. We have the ability to answer effectively enough
to gain their trust. They understand older doctors are more
stagnant and younger doctors are more innovative.
Are you seeing younger patients come in for
cosmetic procedures?

We are seeing more younger patients come in. This type of
treatment is becoming more accepted. A lot of patients see
botox and fillers as maintenance. For example, the same
way you would get your nails, hair or makeup done, getting
botox becomes part of a maintenance program. Secondly,
celebrities regularly advertise on social media and on the
internet, so young followers see that it’s okay to do. Lastly,
we’ve started doing preventative botox for younger patients
before they form wrinkles.
Where do you see yourself in
the next 5 years?

Right now our office is
on Park Avenue, and we
are looking to expand to a
bigger office. We are always
trying to be innovative so
we’re always looking for
new technology whether
that be lasers, new forms of
fillers or botox to give our
patients the best results
possible and provide
the most cutting edge
technology possible. We
want to constantly evolve.

Would you say that you
are typically younger than
people in your field? Do you
feel it is a benefit to you?

We are on average much
younger than our peers
in terms of these latest
innovations however i think
one of the main reasons is
that we are one of the first
generation of physicians
in the technology boom so
we have tons of access to
information. We are able to
learn about new and latest
technology must faster than a traditional doctor. I think
moving forward, you’re going to see a lot more innovative
doctors because that’s what they grew up around. I think
we are the first round of physicians who were lucky enough
to grow up in technology boom.
Do you ever feel it’s a barrier at times?

One of the things is that being more educated, we also have

What’s a recommended
skincare regimen for youthful
skin?

SUNSCREEN. The most damaging thing that anyone can
do to your skin is the sun. No matter how many high end
creams you use, the sun will do more damage than any
cream can fix. Use SPF 50 which provides 99% protection
from the sun. Anything higher doesn’t actually make a
difference, it only costs more.
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SEX
B

y now, we may all have experienced
developing interest in a person we’ve
discovered online through social
media. When it comes to dating in the
US, over 40 million singles have used social
media as a dating tool to connect with a dating
partner. One in five romantic relationships
have originated through social media. It’s at
our fingertips as we can quickly recover from
disinterest. Shooting your shot into someone’s
DM is almost too easy in 2017. No stress,
man. But social media has also led to finding
out information about a lover that has left us
feeling some type of way.

another woman! Unfortunately, after that I
have never managed to create a strong longterm link again with a person encountered
on any social network. “
- Jodee
“Social media gave my ex an outlet to talk
to other women without feeling like he was
chatting just because he was home. Then, it
transformed to physical cheating with those
cyber side pieces.”
- Vanessa

“Penis had me actin a fool. I’m woman
enough to admit it now. I constantly peed
For those of us who can be honest, we’ve all
on his tree and didn't want anyone to come
had a moment or three where we’ve discovered near it even though he wasn't officially my
information that’s turned us off or ruined
man. The more I acted up on his profile,
our relationship with a lover altogether. With the hotter things got. My jealousy was
the quick search and a very careful swipe of
unashamed. It seems as if our ups and downs
a finger we can peer instantaneously into a
always played on social media. But our
current lover’s past or even scan over a current followers seemed to be here for it. They were
conversation within seconds. I’ve experienced always entertained.”
listening to my fair share of women expressing - Sasha
how crushed they were after finding out
information about a roaming partner through “Social media allows for things to stay in
social media profiles. It’s happened to the best the dark unless you snoop for them. Social
of us.
media essentially allows you to create any
type of persona you want....you can become
As we find ourselves in a generation of
anyone without the weight of your past
situationships, social media has been our
especially in relationships. You can create
friend and our enemy. Whether letting us in on a clean slate and approach someone you
who follows who, who’s liking whose photos or probably would never approach in person.”
openly worshipping another’s appearance, it’s - Tara
not as difficult as it once was to see who’s into
what. Often times, this is how we discover the “My guy’s ex-girlfriend contacted me via IG
worst in our partner. Things stay in the dark
to tell me she was still in love with him and
until the moment you decide to snoop for them that even though he moved on, she wanted
or in some cases, things can be discovered
to ruin his life. We stayed together and
simply scrolling minding your business.
maintained. Great sex life. It just more so
ruined the innocence of our relationship
“I think social networks have made me
because the baggage tainted everything.
more suspicious of relationships with others.
But I stayed with him.”
Anyone can play a role quite easily. I developed - Kamil
a relationship with a man once only later to
discover I was catfished. I found out through
heavy research online that he lied to me about
his career and ended up being married with

A Power of 2
You are each other’s best friend….How did the
two of you meet? When did you decide to create
THEMITCHFITZZ?

You two have become very popular on Instagram
- What would you say is your best social media
tip?

We were both up for Sports Illustrated Swimsuits
Swim Search and made the Top 35 where we would
be traveling to NYC to meet and test shoot for SI. We
decided we wanted to use our friendship to the best of
our ability, that's when we came up with our dynamic duo
name,"MitchFitzz". We learned very quickly that two is
definitely better than one ;)

How would you describe yourselves in the social
media world?

We met in Las Vegas about 6 years ago. Kayla was in a
swimsuit competition that Dessie used to participate in
and the whole time everyone kept coming up to Kayla
telling her that she reminded them of Dessie! We finally
met and it was love at first sight.

You both break the rules of modeling. How have
you overcome challenges? What do you offer
that’s different?

We both have a very strong work ethic and we aren't the
type of people who take "no" for an answer. I think what
sets us apart from most models is the fact that we not only
work hard and are willing to go the extra mile for our
work, but we also have positive and bubbly personalities.
We're the type of models who will stay an extra hour if
the company or team hasn't gotten the shot they want yet,
and we're very easy to work with! We're also very good at
taking direction and constructive criticism.
What would you say was your big break? What
about as a duo?

We would both have to say the same thing which is having
the opportunity to work with Sports Illustrated Swimsuit.
Not only did we shoot for them, we walked in their first
ever runway show during Miami Swim Week and we also
got the opportunity to shoot as a duo.

@themitchfitzz
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Giving the fans what they want! Followers want to see
what you're doing on a day to day basis! We think that
switching it up between professional and candid photos
is very important. Also, not swamping your page with
promotional posts is another key element to keep in mind!

I think we have both made a presence in the social media
world as professional models. We both work multiple
days a week shooting for different brands and companies.
We produce quality images for our fans and followers,
and we represent ourselves in a professional manner.
Sports Illustrated has definitely helped give us some
notoriety and we also just made a super cute video with the
famous director for all the Carl's Jr. commercials, Chris
Applebaum.
What is in the near future of MITCHFITZZ?

We have a lot of things in the works that we're kind
of keeping a secret until we decide to post about it, so
everyone will just have to keep following to see what's
next.
Lastly, tell us your life “motto”.

As a duo we say...

“Anything you can do,
we can do together!!”

PHOTOGRAPHER: @wickedneesh
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T

here is no better feeling than
living lean and strong and
feeling optimally healthy from
the inside out. But how do
you get there? What do you eat and
how do you train to not only look lean
naked, but to live lean year round?
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This workout will have you sweaty and ready to rock your body in no time! Alternate through this 3 day workout plan 2x’s per week with one rest day. In 14 days,
you will be amazed at the lean results that follow. This workout is all about power and strength combined with speed to lean you down in no time!

You will tighten up and shed that extra layer!
Equipment needed: Running shoes

Warm Up
1 minute right leg, left leg side to side
30 second right leg forward/back hop
30 second left leg forward/back hop
1 minute touch the sky, touch the ground
amrap*
1 minute bicycle crunch
Cool Down
30 second Long lunge hold (each side)
30 second Long lunge walk with leg/
knee hold (each side)
30 second plank
30 second arms above head side stretch
(each side)

Warm Up
The WARM UP – 2x’s through
20 jumping jacks,
20 pushups,
20 mountain climbers,
20 pop squats,
10 burpees
Cool Down
10 minute cooldown walk and stretching.
Walk at a steady state and stretch those
arms and legs out.

DAY 1
Warm Up
The Work: Perform 3 sets of 20 reps with
a 2 minute rest between each round.
20x Walking Lunge with Twist to side
20x Pop Squat with low hold (2 second)
20x Single Leg Deadlift (each side)
20x Skate Lunge Backs (each side)
20x Side Lunge (each side)
20x Jumping Jacks
20x High Knees (each side)
**Repeat 3 times**
Cool Down

DAY 4
Warm Up
Workout: Perform 4 sets of 20 reps with
a 2 minute rest between each round.
20x Walking Lunge with Twist side
20x Pop Squat with low hold (2 second)
20x Single Leg Deadlift (each side)
20x Skate Lunge Backs (each side)
20x Side Lunge (each side)
20x Jumping Jacks
20x High Knees (each side)
**Repeat 4 times**
Cool Down

DAY 2
Warm Up
The Work: 20 minutes starts NOW:
Perform 1 time through
3 minute run (60% of sprint speed)
20x Pop Squats
2 minute run (75% of sprint speed)
20x Switch Lunges
1 minute run (90-100% of sprint speed)
20x Burpees
3 minute run (60% of sprint speed)
20x High Knees
2 minute run (75% of sprint speed)
20x Mountain Climbers
1 minute run (90-100% of sprint speed)
20x Side shuffle / side
Cool Down

DAY 5
Warm Up
20 minutes starts NOW: Perform 1 time
through
3 minute run (60% of sprint speed)
20x Pop Squats
2 minute run (75% of sprint speed)
20x Switch Lunges
1 minute run (90-100% of sprint speed)
20x Burpees
3 minute run (60% of sprint speed)
20x High Knees
2 minute run (75% of sprint speed)
20x Mountain Climbers
1 minute run (90-100% of sprint speed)
20x Side shuffle / side
Cool Down

DAY 3
Warm Up
The WORK – 5x’s through
20 Long walking lunge with PULSE at
each step.
20 squats with PULSE each squat.
20 plank with slow knees to elbow touch.
20 bicycle crunch
20 Reverse lunge with knee tuck
Cool Down

DAY 6
Warm Up
The WORK – 5x’s through
20 Long walking lunge with PULSE at
each step.
20 squats with PULSE each squat.
20 plank with slow knees to elbow touch.
20 bicycle crunch
20 Reverse lunge with knee tuck
Cool Down

DAY 7 – REST
Repeat this 7 day cycle for 2 weeks and enjoy your new and improved Lean Bod!!!

White Track Suit: Line & Vine / Olive Track Suit: Sub_Urban Riot, Fanny Pack: Lulu Dharma / Blk Track Suit: Line & Vine / Jewelry for All: Sacred Jewel / Opposite Page: Running Shoes: Yeezy Adidas

PHOTOGRAPHER: Damien Allen, @damienrallen
PHOTO ASST: Lauren Moghaven, @openforedit
MODEL: Holly Barker, @hollsbarkfitness
HAIR: Melissa Contreras, @glam.vymelissac
MAKEUP: Vanity Paulina, @glambyvanity
STYLIST: Jasmine Liddell, @j.alexandria_
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You want to be smart about your purchases, because let’s face it,
we all need to be more organized and clear-headed, but don’t know
where to start. Take a look at these smart accessories for the Smart
Fashionista below. Enjoy!

PHOTOGRAPHER: Natalia Garcia HAIR: @xobenn MAKEUP: Nikita Chan
MODEL: Svetlana Ivanova for Zenobian Moxis and Monster

3.

1.
1. The Lumee Phone Case – tried and tested by none other
than Kim Kardashian, this phone case lights up when you
press so you can apply makeup and take AMAZING selfies.
Ranging in price from $35-$60, this phone case is a must!
2. A smart accessory for the smart-and fashionable
girl!Monster Clarity HD- Ranging in price from $149 to
$179, the beautiful rose gold headphones from Monster
are the ultimate stylish accessory. Why not listen to your
beats with these overear headphones and be fashionable at
the same time? That sounds like a deal to me!

2.

3. The Apple Watch- Starting
at $349, the apple watch can
receive calls and texts, analyzes
texts, measures your heart rate,
can help you set work-out goals,
and you can listen to your itunes
and watch your Apple TV. Did
we mention it also comes in Rose
Gold? We’re sold.

I tried to login to Instagram, and a message said “Your account
has been disabled for violating our terms Learn how you may be
able to restore your account”. A sense of panic rushed over me
and mixed itself with the frustration and anger that was already
bubbling to the surface. After all, those pictures belong to me!
How could I be denied access to something so personal? Injustice
comes to mind. Perhaps I was being slightly overdramatic, but I
didn’t know of anything I had done wrong. I was aware of
the community guidelines that prohibited egregious
expressions of profanity, posting repetitive content,
contacting people for commercial purposes
without their consent, fake likes, spam, and
nudity; but I wasn’t positing images of that
nature, nor doing anything close to a violation
of the rules. Feeling a little cheated, I browsed
Google, looking for anything that I thought may
assist with my dilemma. It didn’t take long for me
to realize what had actually happened: my account
had been hacked.
I looked back at the disabled account message on the screen
and clicked the “Learn More” option. I was now in the court of
Instagram appeals. The first screen asked me to provide them
with specific information (full name, username, email address, if
my account was a business) if I believed my account had been
deactivated by mistake. Since my account represented a business, I
had to provide copies of business documents to verify it.
Once this was completed, I reported that my account had been

PHOTOGRAPHER: Pierre Brown WRITER: Jean Russet

The day started off like any other. I turned off the alarm, pulled
myself out of bed, and looked out of a window now invaded by
sunlight. My eyes drifted up towards the sky; I inhaled deeply,
smiling to myself as the green leaves in the trees danced with a
pleasant breeze amongst a sea of endless blue-such a beautiful day.
I went downstairs and poured myself a cup of coffee. As I took my
first sip, I checked the phone I’m so attached to; it was almost as if
it had become a dear friend that housed cherished memories-as
well as most of my life’s work. With no sense of foreboding, I gently
touched an image of a pink, purple, and orange camera; and the
pleasantness of my morning was soon rudely interrupted.

hacked and quickly received an email back from Instagram. It
asked for copies of my local business license, tax filing, articles
of incorporation, certification of formation, utility bill, proof of
domain name registration, and order fulfillment documentation. It
stated that once this information was received, they would review
the status of my account. I replied and proceeded to wait with
anticipation. The sun-filled morning outside now had the softer
glow of the afternoon.
4 weeks, and many afternoons later, still no response. Anyone
who has ever been ignored knows this stinging feeling, and the
resulting exasperation from your expectations being let down. It
was as if Instagram just wasn't on my side; especially when I saw
my account being placed up for sale at $300! I was losing
business as as a result, and the anger and frustration was
beginning to boil over.
A few days later, I finally received an email asking
me to send proof that I was the person associated
with the account. It asked for a picture of me holding
a sign with a set of numbers sent for verification
purposes, my full name, and my username. I replied
immediately, like a desperate, lonely, online dater who
finally gets a message after many months of failed attempts.
My dignity and pride, already so wounded, left me feeling no
regard for how desperate and thirsty I came across.
A few hours passed, and I heard the “ding” sound of a new email.
Trying, but failing, to play it cool, I grabbed ahold of the phone
and felt a smile slowly creep across my face. My account had been
reactivated! What was lost had now been found. I perused the
familiar photos in my feed with a newfound appreciation and the
sense that I had a major part of my life back.
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This Collection is reflective of Creative Director Maxwell Amadeus’s
current state of mind as his mother battles stage 4 breast cancer. It is
within these moments that we find ourselves humbled, as perspectives
are shifted toward what really matter. Maxwell was raised with strong
family principles to follow his dreams, and to understand and love all
people.
There is no time in life for hatred, racism, sexism, or discrimination of
any sort. Family, Friends, dreams, ambition and equality for all, is the
creed in which we should all stand for. The collection is inspired by his
mothers favorites colors, such as deep purple and icy blue, composed
against a strong pallet of black white and gray that Control Sector has
become known for.
A percentage of sales from the “Socially Unacceptable” collection benefits charity "Unite For Her," which is committed to helping women
diagnosed with breast cancer navigate there way through treatment, by
providing emotional wellness. Additional funds will also be contributed
to the Go Fund Me account of Sera Jane Coombs, Maxwell’s mother, in
support of her quest to survive stage 4 breast cancer.

Socially Unacceptable

PHOTOGRAPHER: Paolo Massimo Testa
MODEL: Laura Alcantara, @lauraalcantaraa
CREATIVE: Max CS
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"When you tell
me that
I can't or
that it's
not ok...
It only makes
me want to do
it more."
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Growing up, you wanted to
become a Veterinarian, but now
you are a DJ. How did this begin?
What made you change your
career goal?

Music has always been a passion of
mine. To be able to do something that
makes me and those around me happy is
the best thing I could do. For example,
last night I dropped ‘Pon De Replay"
by Rihanna in my set and everyone was
singing and having a great time. I was
just watching like, Wow, yep. This is
what makes me happy.
When would you say things took
off for you?

I'd say things began taking off for me
when I started better understanding
who I am and what brings me happiness.
Also when I stopped caring what other
people would think of me. I was bullied
growing up and allowed other people's
opinions of me get me down. Once I
stopped caring about that, everything
got better for me. I started being me, for
me.
Being a DJ is often seen as a
male dominated field. Would you
agree? And if so, what challenges
have you encountered, and how
have you overcome them?

Written By Adriana Garcia

The future is
@phiphibb
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I think a lot of fields are male dominated
if I'm being honest. I knew getting into
the music industry I'd face challenges
but for the most part I've received an
immense amount of support and I'll
forever be thankful for that. I try to
find the positives I have seen in the
field rather than give attention to the
negative.

You work through various social platforms, but we see that
INSTAGRAM is your main driving force. What inspires your
content?

My content has changed so much over the last few years
especially the last few months...I'd say I'm inspired lately
by oranges, blues, and greens. Now that my hair is a normal
color again I have been wearing a lot more bright pieces.
Who has been your biggest celebrity social media fan?

Like someone who's a celebrity who fans over me? I
guess I'd say my best friend Gareth from Knife Party/
Pendulum has continuously been a fan of me, which is funny
considering how much I look up to him. He constantly
encourages me to do my best and cheers me on whenever
I'm facing doubts. I'm so fortunate to have him in my
life; we even have matching wifi tattoos that we got on my
birthday last year!
Since this is a beauty issue, talk to us about your beauty
routine.

I try to keep my beauty routine fairly simple. I think everyone
needs a good hair mask (I'm making some that'll be out soon so
stay tuned and get mine because they're the best *ahem*), an
exfoliant, a moisturizer, and a vitamin c serum.
Being a blonde, you are now recognized by your iconic
blue hair - tell us about this. What inspired this?

I love changing my look, I get bored so easily. Over the last few
years I've had so many different colors but stuck with blue the
longest and it became my brand for a bit. I wouldn't have this
healthy gorgeous colored hair without my amazing mentor and
stylist Janine Jarman, owner of Hairroin Salon LA and NY.
What can we expect in the near future for you?

My product and merch line launches soon and I am so excited for
that!! Hopefully some more fun sets where I'll be able to play
Evanescence for the crowd (half joking). I'm thankful for all the
opportunities I've had, whether that's for music or modeling; I
hope this incline continues.

And lastly - What is your life motto?
DO YOU.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: John Logic, @john.logic
PHOTO ASST: Lauren Moghavem, @openforedit
MODEL: Phi, @phiphibb
HAIR: Melissa Contreras, @glam.vymelissac
MAKEUP: Vanity Paulina, @glambyvanity
STYLIST: Rachel Lyonsm @rachel.lyoness
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Jacket - PRB Studio Private Collection
Hat - Bruno Carlo
Necklace - Manohki
Bralette - Show Po
Pants - Quattrocchi Suits
Shoes - Eva Luna
Glasses - Vintage
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Fur - PRB Studio Private Collection
Gloves - Bruno Carlo
Bodysuit - Show Po
Shoes - Eva Luna
Necklace - Vintage
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In the silence of my mind I go from feeling proud of
where I am to utterly lost in the forest of thoughts. It’s to
the point that I’d wind up totally disoriented, desperately
trying to find my way back to feeling positive…only to
remain in a vicious circle. I stand in fear. Fear that there
could be no return to my life and that of being in your
arms the way it use to be… but then it hits me. I can’t live
in the past and must allow myself to be stripped of all
barriers and wait for you… I need to become vulnerable
to allow you to stand with me and help me find myself.
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"Where are you?
I can't see past
the mist."

PHOTOGRAPHER: Jackie Gallardo, @jackiegallardophoto
MODEL: Aly Onarus
MAKEUP: Palo Maromo, @palomaromo_mua
ALL CLOTHING BROVIDED BY: @exclusivosbaez
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Kendall
HER MILLENNIAL STAR POWER
AND LOS ANGELES AS THE
NEW FASHION CAPITAL

L

et’s face it. Millennials make pop culture and pop culture’s
stage is social media. Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube combined have billions of users daily.
Social media is the modern day playground, in that most
people use it as a short term break from reality, just like we did as
kids during recess. We have our friends, our family, the associates,
the people we don’t know but secretly stan over, and of course the
people we wish we could block in real life.
Yet, even the digital world of social media holds an air of truthful
reality. The rules of social dynamics take shape, and fitting into
the social ladder is unavoidable. Whether social status is gained
academically, professionally, or aesthetically, from being a beast
in athletics, or a modern day scandal, it’s seen as a driving force in
millennial behavior. And social status breeds influence.

There’s no question that Los Angeles plays a
unique role in the social and fashion world.
Let’s start with the recent celebrity influx here. LA is home to
the biggest stars in the industry: Beyonce and Jay Z, Rihanna,
Justin Bieber, Johnny Depp, Leonardo DiCaprio, Drake, Katy
Perry, and Jennifer Lopez to name a few. And of course LA
is home to the famed Kardashian family, which now includes
music mogul Kanye West, who all reside in the upscale
neighborhood of Calabasas. LA also has the
luxury of perfect weather, clean beaches,
and the most renowned social scene in
the world--you can’t go a day without
a celebrity sighting or an exclusive
event, and the rooftop scene is just
about year-round.
Written By Lisa Pallay
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Kendall Jenner for FENDI in MILAN, By Douglas Bassett
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Kendall Jenner for VERSACE in MILAN, By Douglas Bassett

I

n more recent years, we’ve even seen some of the
biggest fashion houses make their move here. Saint
Laurent moved from Paris to LA in 2012, Tom
Ford showcased his FW15 collection in Hollywood
instead of European runways, and the Louis
Vuitton 2016 Resort collection was showcased just
outside of LA in Palm Springs. LA is not only a
new home to high fashion, but the original home of casual
streetwear, and festival wear (Coachella, anyone?). And of
course, you can’t talk fashion and LA and not mention the
“It Girl” of the modeling world, Kendall Jenner.
Of social influencers, it’s impossible not to consider the
first family of modern pop culture- the Kardashian/Jenner
family. The youngest two of the family, Kendall and Kylie
Jenner, literally grew up in the
eyes of modern day mvedia. And
while Kylie has taken a more
flamboyant approach, it’s Kendall
who has attempted to forego the
Kardashian persona, and be a
Jenner in her own right.

But are we to say that her social status and coveted LA
lifestyle had no role in her success?
Much of what we see on TV, social platforms, and the
internet, is driven by advertising. Designers, advertisers
and companies alike know that buying behavior is an
influenced market. In other words, people will buy what
has been deemed “cool”. Designers are now looking to the
world of social media for the newest celebrity to showcase
in campaigns and on runways across the world. And the
celebrity that was once reserved for actors, musicians, and
athletes has extended to include social influencers. Los
Angeles is now the center of the blogger and influencer
world, and the fashion industry is making an attempt to
bridge the gap by fusing into this new culture.

Kendall is in a unique position.
Growing up in Calabasas and
being raised here, she is a symbol
of the new wave of fashion and
lifestyle coming out of LA. She
was signed to Wilhelmina Models
at age 14, and her first campaigns
were with Forever 21 and Teen
Vogue. In 2013 and 2014, her
career took off. Booking gigs with
Marc Jacobs, Givenchy, Chanel,
Balmain, Fendi and the likes, she
has become a household name
amongst the world’s top designers
and fashion houses.
Versace Backstage Beauty

This greatly differs from the
path of supermodels in the past.
Social media didn’t exist, and
women like Cindy Crawford
(who Kendall looks up to), Naomi
Campbell, Linda Evangelista,
Christy Turlington, and Tatjana
Patitiz had a very different path
to being named Supermodels.
Many of these supermodels have
even expressed their offense to
Kendall and her counterpart’s
modern successes, claiming it to
be too easy for them. Supermodel
Tyra Banks weighs in on the
controversy, stating that although
their paths are different, it is
not to be deemed easier. She
considers that models today have
a lot more pressure to be seen not
just on runways and commercials,
but now their everyday lives are
under constant scrutiny and
observation with the advent of
social media.

Fall/Winter 2017 RTW Collection: Gallery
Although her career began on
reality tv, it was not the sole
source of her success. According to her interview with
Vogue last year, she made a conscious attempt at keeping
Much like most of the world, fashion
“reality” away from the modeling world. She didn’t invite
has evolved with technology. And
her family to her first shows, and even quit traditional
Los Angeles has become the hub
schooling to focus on her career in modeling. According
of this new social landscape.
to her sister Kim, being a reality star presented more of
a roadblock, because people wouldn’t take her seriously.
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K

endall’s influence in fashion and pop
culture lies greatly in her ability to avoid
coming across contrived. Her life and the
way she presents herself to the world is
very much her reality, and one that most
millennials are dying to live vicariously
through. Although she has made an attempt at staying away
from the controversial side of social affluence, this year
did not fare well for Kendall. In not one, not two, but three
PR disasters, she agreed to participate in campaigns that
would call her business decisions and moral compass into
question. The insensitive nature of the Pepsi commercial
partnership, the failed Fyre Festival promotion, and t-shirts
covering the faces of icons with photos of her and Kylie did
not go unnoticed, as she may have hoped.
But this aspect of the modeling world and fame isn’t new.
Models have participated in controversial campaigns for
decades, but the influence and effect of these campaigns
is now felt on a much larger scale. While ads of the past
pushed boundaries, having millions of followers on a daily
basis means that every move can
have a much greater social impact.
With 83 million Instagram followers,
and millions more across TV and
other social platforms, Kendall has a
unique social responsibility that not
many have. As they say, she didn’t
choose this life, the life chose her;
her stardom was predestined by the
path of her family and Momager, Kris
Jenner. Yet, the role she plays and
who she wants to be in the world is
still her choice.

Her role in
pop culture
has donned
a new era in
high fashion,
not just here in
Los Angeles,
but across the
globe.

Millennials are much more socially
conscious now than ever, and are
influencing the world in ways that
KENDALL JENNER at The Shows in Milan with KARL LAGERFELD
are nothing short of innovative.
Photo Shot by @douglasbassett
The question still remains as to
what Kendall hopes her legacy as a
supermodel and social influencer will be; she is still a young
woman that is developing her craft and voice. Nonetheless,
her role in pop culture has donned a new era in high
fashion, not just here in Los Angeles, but across the globe.
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Kendall Jenner for FENDI in MILAN, By Douglas Bassett
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PHOTOGRAPHER: John Logic, @john.logic
CREATIVE: Leni Hipolito, @xobenn
MODEL (L to R) : Hosway Morbak, Anna Kile, Ava Capra, Henry Vasquez
Female Models Only:
HAIR: Melissa Contreras, @glam.vymelissac
MAKEUP: Vanity Paulina, @glambyvanity
STYLIST 1: JackyLou Agcamara, @jacky_looou
STYLIST 2: Lauren Moghavem, @openforedit
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@anyakile
FORMERLY @annakile. Her account was hacked and @instagram has not released
access to the model, even after proper proof has been provided.

A Russian

Goddess
and the story
on how she became a
supermodel

How did you get started as a model?

I left my institute in Russia to build my career as a
model abroad. I first moved to Europe and then to
America to continue my pursuit.
How do you contact the brands that you
represent?

As a model, I learned to represent any brand, even if it
does not match or if I do not like it. you and you do not
like it. I realized that the talent to change and be flexible
allows me to connect with any brand.
What do you do to stay in shape?

I lead a typically healthy lifestyle and have a healthy diet.
I will sometimes allow myself some sweets, because
I try to keep my life in balance. I work very hard and
make sure to have a good amount of rest as well. And
of course, I always stay in positive mood. There are so
many things to be grateful and happy for.
What are three things on your bucket list?

To create a big family, to achieve career success and to
help people.
Do you have a secret talent?

Very few people know that as a child I loved drawing
and dancing. For four years, I did folk dances of
the peoples of the North, and I played folk musical
instruments At the moment, I express myself in the
design of clothes.

What magazine cover do you aspire to be on?

I hadn’t really aspired to be on the cover of any
magazines, but of course I'd be happy to be on a cover
of the Vogue!
If you could go back to the past, is there
anything you would change?

I would not have changed anything. All that was done in
the past led me to this moment I live now. I really love
my real life and try to never do anything that I would
regret.

What is your life’s motto?

Everyday, something happens in your life worth living
for, and it makes it worth waking up again and again.

If you could walk for any designer,
who would it be?

Karl Lagerfeld.
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PREVIOUS PAGE:
VELVET SUIT: Hottie and Lord
JEWELRY: Mona Shroff
THIS PAGEL
JUMPER : Adolfo Sanchez
JACKET: Style Barre Showroom
JEWELRY:Mona Shroff
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@avacapra
We fell in love on #ANTM,
we became addicted.
Ava - The Good Drug

Tell us about how you got started in modeling.
When did you know you wanted to become a
model?

I always wanted to model from when I was nine years old.
When I was fourteen years old I submitted myself to the top
five agencies in the fashion world. I taped my camera to the
wall and took all my own digitals and submitted. One week
later, my mom was contacted by Ford asking for a meeting.
This was a bit awkward, because I never told my mother
that I submitted! I was signed to Ford Models in LA for
three years.
You come from a very close knit family. How have
they been apart of your journey so far?

I'm a typical Italian girl. I was
raised with passionate, strong
women; my house is all about
girl power. We take female
empowerment to a whole other
level. My mother is the backbone
of our family, and has managed my
and my brothers’ careers. These
last three years have been pretty
awesome because I have been
fortunate to have my sister, who
is a film writer and producer, turn
her attention towards my career.
It’s so important to have someone
that understands your goals and
supports your dreams and is
willing to work harder than you.
We just love following you on
social media. How would you
describe your social media
personality?

If you want to get to know me then follow me. Everything
you see on my social media is who I am. I live for live feeds,
Snapchats and Instastory! I think it is so awesome that I am
able to stay connected to fans that have been following my
journey from day one.
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What's your biggest motivation?

My biggest motivation...hmmm...I don't know if I can
narrow it down to one thing. So much motivates me, my
family motivates me, my faith, my fans and the challenge
of being a petite model. I am so grateful to my family for
believing in me and to all my fans for following my journey
and being so supportive. I have to succeed for them and
for God. I was healed of scoliosis and I know that was for
a much greater purpose, I have a testimony and that is
probably the biggest motivation of all.
You also are a singer/songwriter. Do you see
yourself making a career move?

I think I will always model for as long as the industry will
allow, but 2018 will definitely be the year of my music.
It’s important to constantly take advantage of every bit of
growth that comes your way and to never stay in one place.
I think my fans will be excited to see me transition into
another part of myself. I sing and
songwrite and my lyrics come from
things I have experienced in my life so
I think it will be really special to share
that part of myself with my following
and take this all to the next level.
Fortunately music and fashion go
hand in hand, so I think my modelling
and my music will be the ultimate
collab.

What's your life's motto?

When I was on ANTM I was most
quoted for my motto, "Keep Your
Legs Closed and Your Bible Open"
and while that motto still very much
holds strong with me, the motto that
I tell myself and my fans everyday is
one that I will say forever...no matter
what happens, no matter what you
are facing or overcoming...remember
this...You are beautiful, You are
amazing and You deserve the world!

CLOTHING: Adolfo Sanchez
JEWELRY: Own

The flower child
that is becoming
a triple threat
phenomenom
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JACKET: Hottie and Lord
JUMPER: Adolfo Sanchez
JEWELRY: Own
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@glamour
byhosway

Where there's passion
there is - GLAMOUR
Learn where it all began and how this
is only the beginning
How did you get into makeup?
Did you always want to be in this field?

I've always loved the beauty industry! I guess you can say
I started at a young age playing with anything I could get
my hands on. I remember having to go clean houses with
my mom for my first MAC foundation. That's one of the
reasons why I remain humble in this industry. I started
interning for a fashion stylist and that was my foot into
the industry. I made connections that I could've never
made on my own. Then my big break came when I started
on Dancing With the Stars as a makeup artist. Now I've
worked with clients like Disney, Fox, E Network and
American Horror Story to name a few.

With the Stars. At my seminars I explain exactly how I got
there and what sacrifices I had to make.
Can you share any beauty icons you look up to?

Yes of course, all my poses that I do in my Instagram look
come from Kate Moss. She can be grungy and glam all at
the same time!

You are a role model for many – how do you feel
social media influenced this?

Social media has changed my life for the better. If I tell my
followers to go buy a product they will because they trust
me. They know I've worked in the beauty industry before
social media so they trust my word!

Where did you learn your technique?

I started taking classes and would watch countless
YouTube videos to perfect my technique. The only bad part
about attending beauty school was that they teach out of an
outdated book. You have to get out there and get hands
on if you want to learn all the tips and trips!

How would you describe yourself in the
social media world?

So "Glamour By Hosway" is my
alter ego. When I'm at home I'm
super casual and relaxed. When I
get into a look and apply my lashes
this glamazon comes out who loves
to wear jewels and take a million
selfies. Both are very nice and
approachable!

What do you think draws people to you?
Talk to us about a class – what could we
expect?

I guess people are attracted to my hustle. I knew
where I wanted to be in this industry and didn't stop till
I was there. Even to this day I have so many goals that I
have yet to achieve. My first break came when I was about
19-20. I got booked as a backup makeup artist on Dancing

With various options of platforms, which has
been the best for you? What would you say is
your best social media tip?

Instagram is my love! I would say my best tip is to
start uploading mini tutorials if you want to see
your numbers grow. We can't forget about
Youtube though!
What is in the future of GLAMOUR BY
HOSWAY?

My school opens up this fall! It's
all I ever dreamed about so it's
crazy to see it coming to life! Los
Angeles will be my first location
then I plan on opening one in San
Francisco, Miami & NYC!

Lastly, tell us your life motto -

I work in an industry where you can get big
headed real quick. We have people telling us
how much they love and look up to us all day!
My motto is "we all came in the same way, bleed the same
way and go out the same way so remain humble"
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Wardrobe:
Model Brought Own
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Leave it to
The Night Owls
Tell us about yourself.

Well my name is Henry and I’m from Southern California
(Inland Empire/ Los Angeles area). I’m 32 years
young and have been in the beauty industry for 12 years
and professionally for 9. About 4 years ago I stepped back
from applying makeup and began focusing on my passion
which is product development, branding, and overall
business consulting for cosmetics companies.
Where did “HANK and HENRY” come from?

Simply put Hank is me with Makeup, Henry is me without.
Hank is the art, Henry is the heart. I guess you
could say he is my alter ego. For those that do not know,
Hank is the nickname for Henry and growing up I played
by myself a lot and even had an imaginary friend. My uncles
named him Hank and it always stuck with me. Even as I
grew older there was always something in my house named
Hank. When I wear makeup I feel so much more confident
and even find myself acting totally
different from how I am without…. So
I thought Hank was a perfect name for
my “alter ego”.
And the owl?

Its for my grandmother, Frances.
If you know my grandmother, you
know everything about her and
everything in her house are owls and
it has become like a family crest and
symbol of her. Owls havew different
symbolisms but the most frequent is
wisdom, and the person I am today is
because of her. I owe her my life.
What about your hashtag - What can you tell us 
about #TheNightOwls?

If there is one thing I know about my followers it is that
they speak their damn minds all the time. The Night Owls
hashtag they created. During one of my instagram lives
one of my followers, her name is Kat, said that I should
have a name for my followers, and without me even saying
anything all the people watching my Instagram live started
coming up with ideas and #thenightowls is what they came
up with, which makes sense since I always do my lives at
night.
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Life gives you back what you
put out...even if at Midnight

Tell me about your family.

First, let me start by saying, a lot about our social media
world is that there are a lot of faces in our industry but not
a lot of voices. We are all products of the lives we live and
everyone has some issue. Mine was my mother’s addiction
to drugs, being the oldest of 11 kids, losing my brother to
SIDS, and the list goes on, however everyone is so afraid
of not looking perfect on an app on their phone that they
never share there stories. And it’s important to share your
story.
Now, I’m sure everyone is wanting to know how 
did you get into makeup?  Did you always want 
to be in this field?

My friend Savannah and a drag queen named Raja were
the reason I chose to pursue makeup professionally. I’ve
always had a fascination with art growing up so it just
became something that interested me,
however, it was the encouragement
and education from Savy and Raja
that made me stop and say “makeup is
what I’m suppose to do with my life”
When we met you showed me 
a beautiful white jeweled case 
with an owl…. What can you tell 
us about it?

That is the container of the the first
collection I am coming out with
for my makeup line. I am really
excited to launch my cosmetics line.
Its called HANK & HENRY (@
hankandhenrybeauty). I’ve worked
so long helping grow other companies that it was time I
started to do it for myself. We started working on it 2 years
ago so it has felt like forever.

Lastly, tell us your life motto -

My grandfather told me this not very long before he passed
from cancer and it has always stuck with me.
“Forgive those that hurt you, forgive yourself for the
mistakes you’ve made, and get back to work, because time
doesn’t stand still for anyone, and your dreams are not
going to catch themselves.”

@hankandhenry

This one
is for the
Night Owls
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Wardrobe:
Model Brought Own
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T

here’s a striking confidence behind her emerald
green eyes. As a model, Katarina’s presence is
captivating; the sculpted features, golden mane,
and the curvaceous figure she’s been drawn with
often causes the blood pressure of onlookers to
rise. She’s bad. There can be no dispute, but to
merely judge the unavoidable outward beauty of this 25 year
old would do no justice to the true picture underneath: one that
is fueled by an incredible drive and relentless work ethic bound
with humility.
Katarina came into this world in Vancouver: a city filled with
fresh air, pure blue skies, and breathtaking ermine snow
landscapes. Moving to Los Angeles at a young age, the love of
this city never left her (she visits Vancouver yearly, usually to
snowboard at Whistler), and her dual citizenship allowed her
to bounce back and forth. The girl who blossomed amidst this
backdrop could be seen in her early school days with Etnies or
DC Shoes on her feet and some hand me down skater shirts
from her older brothers. She’s not one for labels, or putting on
airs for show, and instead values authenticity, values she still
holds true to.
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Written By Jean Russet

Growing up with 8 other siblings, the young California tomboy
played football with the boys, but at the same time, her mother had
her modeling at an early age-doing work for Barbie, LA Parent
Magazine, Payless Shoes, and others. She would play dress up as
a little girl, and loved getting dolled up, but she had a whole other
side, even trying her hand at musical theater. Known to don many
hats, this versatility would follow her into adulthood.
The tomboy outfits would soon morph into what Katarina
describes as a “hippie-boho look”: velour sweatsuits, crop tops,
and mini-skirts. As she grew, her parents grew apart, going
through a painful divorce that lasted over ten years. She was
comforted by the words of her grandma Helen, who continually
reminded her, “In time this too shall pass.” And as it went by, the
hurt dissipated, and she continued to nurture her abilities, taking
classes in creative writing, art, poetry, and later pursuing her
education at Capilano University in Northern Vancouver.
In her free time, Katarina still writes poetry and enjoys drawing,
but finding time for it can be somewhat difficult. This is because,
besides modeling, she is a property manager for multiple locations
in the Los Angeles area, and also sells Airbnb rentals.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Steve Lucero CREATIVE: Leni Hipolito, @xobenn
MODEL: Katarina Lansing HAIR/MAKEUP: Cinthya Osuna, @_cynfulart_ STYLIST 1: JackyLou Agcamara, @jacky_looou STYLIST 2: Lauren Moghaven, @openforedit

BODYSUIT: Rouba G
COAT: Style Barre
JEWELRY: Hilary Beane
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BODYSUIT: Mistertriple X
COAT: Style Barre
BOOTS: Model's Own
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M

uch of what she has learned was self-taught through watching YouTube
videos (There goes that versatility again!), and her day-to-day involves
managing the additional stress of not one, but three, vocations. The
work ethic was modeled to her by her parents; her household was one
where she saw them working all hours, and it trained her to be ready at
all times, day and night.

Somehow throughout all of this, Katarina still finds time to take online courses from
UCLA just for fun, while pursuing her dreams. She hopes to someday see herself on a
billboard. With her drive and motivation, something tells me we’ll all be seeing her on
one soon.
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The Beauty Trends on the
Runway this #NYFW were
all focused on Highlight, Nudes,
and Creamy Makeup minus
all the Contour Madness!
We could not be happier to see
these carefree routines back in
full force this season. It is what
let's us feel good knowing that
our morning routine will be
truly achievable - so when we
say, "Be Ready in 10" we
for once will actually believe it.
Cheers to our top three looks:
ALEXANDER WANG
FENTY - PUMA and
CHARLES and SON
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It's a monday morning, the mail arrives and on
our desk is 10 new SEASON - MUSTA HAVES.
But what does that mean? It means it's time to
schedule in a mandatory meeting later this evening
after we catch up on any weekend paperwork....
after all, we need to discuss what these are and
begin testing it all out.
This season this happened and we came across
some key things that we realized we just couldn't live
without. Shoes, Bags, Skincare, Jewelry, Mascara and
Lipgloss....OH! and of course, our phone and all the
fancy upgrade that come with it.
1) Shoes - we love labels, we really do -let's be real, who
doesn't!? But with all the quick fashion we have began to go
for quick steals....so for that, thank you STEVE MADDEN.
2) We came across a multi-faceted bag that promised to
deliver it all. However, this one actually did! @lovetaraandco
3) We went to a glam-class with the beautiful
@glamourbyhosway and in a class came across the LANEIGE
team. The product sounded great! But when we have the product
on our desk, and are invited to a Sephora pop up to try it, well,
you do. And are we glad we did.
4) Ever meet a designer and while you like the product, you love them, therefore
before you know it you love the product? Well, we have two of them - PINK KARMA
and SAND AND STONE.
5) DOUCCE DOUCCE DOUCCE - and did we mention we love
DOUCCE? Because we do. Their lipgloss, their mascara, their
EVERYTHING.
6) And of course, no list would be enough if we didn't say hello I-PHONE!

D

o women really want genderless fashion? Or is it that we
have given up on the time
required to get ready each
morning? Pantyhose and
button front dresses are being
replaced by ripped jeans and
oversized shirts - well, maybe not to that extreme
but you get the point.
But this fashion trend is not something that is new it has been going on for quite some time in history,
we just are now finally making it acceptable as we
have brands like H&M, YEEZY, FENTY, CALVIN
KLEIN and several other (69 worldwide according
to wgsn to be exact! and that is just what we have on
record). I'm sure you are thinking, NO - WHEN?
Well, scotland has kilts, monks have dresses,
and japan has culottes. And in old age, we were
introduced to the Louis heel thangs to a king and
makeup and wigs were really for men. Still need

more examples? Haa haa - we didn't think so.
But let's get into the main things you have
available in this 0 - gender fashion.
- Neautral Aesthetics
- Obsessions with the 1990's continuing to an
evolution of the normcore movement.
- Denim denim and more denim
- Shapeless wear that is great for layers
- The highlight of the unisex worker attire with
jumpsuits and onesies.
- More practicality in fashion attire
- And the new millenial couple matching drive.
It is once again cool to look like #bae
So there you have it - however, this is clearly
just the beginning as we begin to spearhead a
movement in full swing.
Find out the whole story at thelafashion.com
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W

hen you're thinking about love,
fashion, and luck there's no
better time to pay attention to the
cosmos.

So, if you're looking for personal pointers based
on the cosmos for when you're shopping for bras,
makeup, jewels, or just something for fun, we got
you covererd. Keep reading ahead to get a little
insight on this OCTOBER MUST-HAVES based
on your sign.
You won't regret it - we promise!

OCTOBER BABIES L to R: Kim Kardashian, Leni Hipolito (Marketing Director), Gwen Steffani, Zac Effron
EXSSV with Nina Vargas (Editor in Chief), Katy Perry, Ryan Reqynolds, Dakota Johnson, Adolfo Sanchez

Aries – All about

confidence! But
confidence begins with
making your hands be
fully polished – Deborah
Lipman polish that is!
This season was a hit on the runway, and we
were all about the lacquer!

C

ancer – for someone that loves to
shine, it’s easy to fear the winter
as it approaches. But not to fear as
FACE has a shimmer that is near.
Offering 4 different shades, it will help bring
that summer glow through fall.

Libra – This is your month! This

season you need not worry for yourself,
but we can give hints to those who
will be gifting: flowers, jewelry, and
maybe a stuffed plush to help you sleep
through the night. Our Editor in Chief’s
recommendation? Aitai Kuji’s killer
whale! It’s so fluffy!

C

apricorn – Always working on
a power forward approach, we
recommend you go bold. Bold
lips, and definitely bold lashes.
Try Miranesse Mascara, this will be this
season’s secret weapon.

T

aurus – Always looking for
the right investment, start by
investing in you! Have you heard
of light ontouring? Just a few
sessions and your investment will have you
feeling tighter in all the right places. Visit
THE TANNING BOUTIQUE, Erika will
be the best!

L

G

emini – Loving to work with
shapes and structure, we
recommend you mix your
jewelry. Sand and Stone has
these great stackable bracelets that mix in
leather bands with crystal bracelets – the
perfect accessory to make any of your
fashion styles pop.

Virgo – not wanting to go too flashy

eo – oh sophisticated one!
Wanting nothing but the very
best, we know you always have
your heels ready. But with heels,
often comes much foot pain. Try STILL
STANDING. This magic miracle foot
spray will have you stepping into bliss; you
may even forget you are on your toes.

but staying on trend, your go-to
fashion items this season are thanks to
VIABLE HARVEST – great watches
and shades to keep you stylish and
chic, with striking designs to catch the
eye, but never too flashy.

S

Sagittarius – Relaxed

elegance is the name of the
game for you! So sit back,
relax, and enjoy some tea!
Paper and Tea is our favorite,
while we soften our skin with
Lisse Foot and Leg masks.
So sit back and enjoy!

corpio – You may look ladylike, but
are definitely coming with an edge!
This season we recommend velvets
and leather – leather boots that is!
Try some over the knee leather boots like
those found from Steve Madden.

Aquarius – You love to
mix pieces together, and with
fashion taking a new athleisure
approach, try mixing fun, sporty
pieces with great shoes and
jewels. Our go-to pieces? NINA B ROZE

P

isces – You are our Glam girl.
But we all know that beauty
starts from before the skin is
wardrobed, so use some skin care
goodness! We suggest our favorite night
cream, followed by our morning routine to
get us started – Thanks Lallogy!
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ANTI-IRRITANTS
ANTI-OXIDANTS
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY
ANTI-AGING PEPTIDES

JUST SOME OF THE POSITIVES ABOUT LQD SKIN CARE

“GROOM”
Model: Kevin Benoit
and Rachelle Royale
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issue.
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Swimsuit
BEACH

BABES
SWIM-

WEAR

HAT: Neccessary Clothing
CLOTHING: Control Sector
SHOES: Stan Smith for Adidas
JEWELRY: Top Shop

Swimsuit
LEE

AND
LANI

PHOTOGRAPHER: Rebecca Perez
MODEL: Nina Vargas, Editor in Chief
HAIR: Amanda Brown for Style The Runway
MAKEUP: Nikita Chan for Morphe Brushes
STYLIST: CE Colon

MODEL: @bodybynixx for Dough Pizzeria on Sunset
PHOTOGRAPHER: @eduardoceballos
MAKEUP: @bousy
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Written By Lisa Pallay

Tell us about yourself and your background.

I studied Organic Chemistry at Melbourne University, and
spent nearly 25 years in marketing, working on everything
from cars to tampons. I was very much focused on building
brands that people would love. I left corporate 7 years
ago because I wanted a change of direction. In life you’re
always making compromises in everything you do. I did
everything you’re supposed to do. I got married, bought a
132 | thelafashion.com

house, had kids, and a dog, and we decided we still weren’t
happy so we decided to separate. I’m great at big change,
and that was the time that coming out made sense, and
there were so many things that weren’t where I wanted
them to be. In that time, I also met my new partner Chris,
who had just moved back to Australia. He had a near death
experience and that changes everything. When we got
together, we knew we wanted to combine our lifestyle into

what we do. We genuinely believe in our approach.
How is it being an entrepreneur and balancing your
relationship?

We’re working harder than we’ve ever worked, but we
are both doing what we love. You give up so much of your
life into what you’re doing and any new business is all
consuming, but because we do it together, it doesn’t feel
like work.
What got you into the beauty and skincare industry?

I grew up with sensitive skin; in Europe it’s called winter
skin. This ranged from eczema to just very dry skin and no
matter what I used, it would become
inflamed and only made worse. I
tried every brand on the market and
couldn’t find one that worked well
with my skin, and thought maybe I
should develop something for myself.
I went back to my organic chemistry
degree and researched what was
causing my skin to become irritated
and what ingredients are actually
good for skin.
What sets LQD apart from other men’s skincare
products?

This industry isn’t based on products but myths and
deception. Usually there is compromise with things like
ingredients and the market, but with LQD we wanted to
make the best product we could, work out the selling price
point, and market to people who would benefit the most.
We ended up with a completely non-irritant brand. We
use science behind our ingredients that support why it
benefits the skin.Our product is non-irritant, no sulfates,
no parabens, no colors and no fragrance. You will notice a
difference in your skin. Most people switch to our products
because they notice a difference in their skin.
What’s a great skincare regimen for men this fall?

Every change of season interferes with skin more than
people realize. Whether outdoor to indoors, your skin
changes due to sun exposure, temperatures, pollutants,
and more. It’s always really important to scrub and hydrate
the skin. Glycolic acid or AHA based scrubs that rejuvenate
the skin and remove old cells off the surface are great to

start with, and a strong moisturizer with antioxidants.
Chamomile and rosehip oil can help cool and soothe the
skin.
Where do you see yourself and LQD in the next 5 years?

Well, in the last 12 months, we dreamed we would be in
Bloomingdales and Harrods, and now both have come true.
In November, we will also be placed in Harvey Nichols in
the UK, and in David Jones in Australia. I hope the brand
will be much bigger than what it is now; it’s on an exciting
journey of not just skincare but a more holistic brand. It’s
the full 360 degree of how to look and feel the best you
can.
What’s your most memorable experience since
you started LQD?

Seeing our products on shelves in
Bloomingdales. As an Australian,
Bloomingdales is the prestigious brand
in the U.S., so for us to be able to get into
their stores and see our brand on the shelf
compared to some of the world’s biggest
brands, that was a really exciting part of the
journey.

What’s your life motto?

Just do it. Every body will give you a reason why you
can’t do something and it’s what holds a lot of corporate
businesses back. There’s a thousand reasons to slow down
but if you trust your decisions everything will keep moving

There’s a thousand reasons
to slow down but if you trust
your decisions, everything
will keep moving forward.
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I

magine this - You and your partner get through
doing the big nasty, and if you been practicing those
recommended moves, by now you’ve had her reach
her climax. So let’s just say you are now pleasantly
drained (no pun intended). That’s when it hits you;
that grumble that makes you crave some yummy eats.
While your body will have its cravings, The LA Fashion did
some research and found some key foods that will help you
recharge and have you slipping back into the saddle faster.

But maybe you are a bit hungrier and need more than just
fruit – so let’s go fishing! Eating seafood such as crabs,
lobsters, shrimp and prawns help boost sex drive. They are
a great way to increase serotonin in the brain, so if you want
to get into the mood faster, indulge (just remember to rinse
after). You can also avoid getting fishy by eating eggs. They
are, after all, considered to be a sex food. This is mainly
because they are the key to a healthy libido and they reduce
stress – and let’s not forget, easy to make.

Popeye was truly onto something – but does this include
another certain muscle? Well, it just so happens that
spinach can help heighten arousal for optimal climax when
consumed due to it’s ability to increase blood flow.
So eating some before and after will lead to a
boost of energy. Another energy boost
can come from tea – drinking a cup of
freshly brewed green or black tea also
increases energy levels, all while
enhancing your mood. Though
tea may not be a food, it definitely
brings new meaning to a nightcap.

And for all our carnivores – it is said that lean red meat helps
reduce the probability of erectile dysfunction! So eat up!
After all, you can’t play with broken tools. Red meat is also
a great way to increase iron, protein and zinc levels
in the body – you know, all the good stuff
needed to get you back on your ride.

For all you sweet-eaters, we would
recommend a few juicy bites that
will help increase stimulation while
relaxing your blood vessels. Your
go-to fruit should be Watermelon!
Since this magic fruit contains citrulline,
it is a mood enhancer – and the added
sweetness will get you ready for round two! But
not to worry, as this applies to any fruits rich in vitamin C.
So if watermelon is not your jam, you can still increase that
sperm count and motility with oranges, grapefruits, kiwi or
strawberries. Besides that, these are some of those sweet
bites that can make their way back into the bedroom as well,
hint hint.

Lastly, we bring that breakfast food
back home. Mom was right, a little
oatmeal goes a long way. Not
only does oatmeal make for a
healthy living, but it will boost
testosterone levels, increasing
libido and sex drive. Therefore,
that cup of oats will help you

So there you have it!
Get to it, eat up, and
try and try again.
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VANTAGE
POINT
PHOTOGRAPHER: Huang Pei Sen
MODEL: Alex Kim

CLOTHINGL HAnSCOOL, SHOES: Own
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HAT : Supreme
CLOTHING: HAnSCOOL
SOCKS: HUF
SHOES: Own
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HAT: Supreme
CLOTHING: HAnSCOOL
SOCLS: HUF
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MODEL: Anna Kile
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HOODIE
SEASON
PHOTOGRAPHER: Paolo Massimo Testa
MODEL: Graham Reese
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"I don’t expect you to agree with me.
It’s not about that.
It’s about what I WANT.”
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LEATHER STATEMENTS ARE NOT JUST FOR WOMEN
ALWA

PHOTOGRAPHER: Emily Sears Photography
MODEL: Korrie Hayes

1) ACCESSORISE UP WITH A
BACKPACK THIS SEASON. WE
RECOMMEND MORAL CODE FOR
ALL YOUR TRAVELING NEEDS.

2. DON’T BE CAUGHT RUNNING OUT
OF TIME! FOSSIL HAS SHOWN A
TRUE FALL PLEDGE TO LEATHER - SO
START MAKING THOSE STATEMENTS
ON THE HOUR, EVERY HOUR.

3) TIME FOR A THROWBACK TO A
BRAND THAT WAS ALWAYS THERE
FOR YOU... PICK UP SOME OLD
SCHOOL COMFORT, BUT IN A NEW
UPDATED STYLISH TWIST. YOUR
HIGH FIVE TO HIGH TOPS!
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Written By Eleni Fields

With so many ways for a man to express his personal style,
it can be overwhelming to strategize new ways to stay
current every season. It typically narrows down to selecting
something that makes a statement about one’s individuality
and personality. Women tend to love a man whose fashion
sense is current and refined. It’s one of the first things we
notice when gazing upon the opposite sex. From fresh
haircuts to tailored suits, we’re paying attention and loving
it. And why wouldn’t we? It’s sexy and indicative that a man
pays attention to and gives effort to his personal appearance.
From haircuts down
to the shoes, men
recently have broken
out of basic comfort
zones and executed
a bolder statement
in their shopping
selections. I spoke
with a few gentlemen
internationally to get
some insight of what
style upgrades they will
be utilizing this fall, along
with favorites and trend
forecasting.
KNOW YOURSELF
Some set limits and some don’t believe in them. The trick is
to know who you are and what that entails when it comes
to the message you want your look to convey. Giving your
closet a once over every quarter, tossing out what no longer
suits you (and haven’t worn in the last 3 months) is the best
way to keeping things current.
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“The last couple of years have seen men explore their
sexuality more. Masculinity has such a confined definition,
and I see it becoming less constricted going forward. I like my
chest, sometimes I want to have it out too.”
-Quimari, 29 NY
Knitwear, loose fitting with or without exaggerated sleeves is
a must-have in my closet. Hoodies are high fashion now, so a
good interesting hoodie is a definite must-have. Accompany
with sweater pants with interesting yet subtle details, and a
good pair of socks. That’s my must-have look.
-Thapelo, 25 South Africa
KEEP IT CLASSIC AND SIMPLE
It’s important to have basics
in your closet. Subtlety plays
a major part with a fresh
haircut and a bold coat.
Good fitting basics have
been a fashion trick that has
transcended season after
season. And it can save a
man from being pressured
to impress with something
flashier. An understated
basic look is just as strong a
statement as bold prints.
“I find the least path of resistance when I shop for street
wear. I can never go wrong with my Stan Smith’s paired with
my favorite denim and hoodie. When I dress down with my
favorite basics, I tend to play up my accessories such as my
watches and hats or change my frames to gel with what I
have on. I try to buy strong core pieces that I can interchange
as opposed to buying a designated outfit. When I embellish
my basic look with streetwear jackets, I feel it gives me

MAKE IT VERSATILE
There are many ways to add versatility to your wardrobe. Recently,
the clashing of prints and colors have been what’s hot, and while
fashion is still enjoying this trend, things are taking a turn in
the athletic department. We can’t turn a blind eye to what’s
happening with athleisure, or more commonly understood
as athletic wear and leisure wear combined. Track pants
are now widely acceptable outside of the gym. These
style intersections seemingly double style options,
broadening versatility in a man’s closet.

A PROPER FIT
This is fashion law. If it doesn’t fit properly, you
don’t have to cancel it out or wear it and risk
tackiness. You can simply tailor your garment
to fit your body. Most sizes generalize a man’s
body, yet rarely ever cater to the size of man’s
biceps and waist. It requires time to do this, but
is commonly overlooked in
style. It can set a look apart
by light years. From our last
president to our current
president, you can plainly
see the difference in a way a
man chooses for his clothes
to fit and how much more
attractive it can make a man
appear.
HAIR. SKIN. NAILS
To ignore these points
is a cardinal sin. With so
many accessible grooming
regimens for men in 2017,
there’s no excuse for men to not equally give
care to their softer counterparts-women. A
basic men’s facial can improve a shave. A good
shave can improve confidence. Confidence
can improve appearance. Razor bumps are no
longer an excuse when proper exfoliation and
hydration is extended every day. Haircuts paired
with manicures every two weeks seem to be
acceptable, almost mandatory when it comes to
maintaining a cleaner look.
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stay natural,
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Dollface

is the award-winning
exfoliant/mask/light moisturizer and
best seller of In The Weeds Natural
Skin Care.
Diminishes the appearance of scars,
sun & age spots
Caters to sensitive skin and skin prone
to breakouts
Reduces the appearance of pores
Enhances skin brightness
Reduces appearance of fine lines
Rich in Emollients & Vitamin A, B, C, & E
All products from In The Weeds
are hand made from all natural
ingredients by a licensed esthetician.

intheweedsnaturalskincare
InTheWeeds_Skin
in_the_weeds_natural_skin_care

even in the city.

shopintheweeds.com
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We all want to have great
S E X - a n d t h e s e a r c h f o r
t h a t o f t e n c o m e s a l o n g
w i t h t h e t h r i l l o f p u t t i n g
y o u r
f e a r
b e f o r e
y o u ,
g o i n g o u t t h e r e t o t h a t
h o t s t r a n g e r a n d p r e t t y
m u c h
g i v e
y o u r
w h o l e
b e i n g
i n t o
t e m p t a t i o n .
T h e n
i t ’s
t h e
a w k w a r d
shame that comes over us
a s
y o u
j u s t
h a d
y o u r
O N E - N I G H T - S TA N D .
Ye s ,
t h e y
h a p p e n ,
b u t
w h a t i f , a n d j u s t h e a r
u s o u t , w h a t i f t h i s g u y
w a s a l s o a c o m p l e t e a n d
t o t a l
g e n t l e m a n ?
T h e
L A F M d i d a l i t t l e r e c o n a n d
h e r e
i s
w h a t
w e
gathered. So, whatever it
i s y o u m a y w a n t . S h a k e
o ff
t h e
s h a m e
a n d
l e t
t h e
f u n
t i m e s
s t a r t !
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Let’s face it the main issue at hand is that women expect a gentleman
to treat them like a lady (even though we all know you’re a tramp don’t blame us! hey, you just had sex with a stranger...so don’t even
start!). But even though you’ve been a dirty girl there are a few things
HE can do if he wants the ONE-NIGHT-STAND movement to become
socially acceptable.
So while we all know that a little tennis won’t give us wings, that pep in
our step can be easily accomplished. So listen up boys :
Just because we know what is going to happen doesn’t mean we
should treat the evening as such - you will get more from us if you
make us feel the want without you being pushy - but by no means
confuse this with aggression and passion (because we do like that).
But let’s go back to basics - CLEAN YOUR APARTMENT...The heat
of passion dies when we feel we have entered what may very well
become a science experiment because if your house is dirty - chances
are you are too, and not in the sexy way...

This can be as easy as spending 1
hour before you leave your house
to prep your home. Wipe the seat,
spray some Febreze, and take out
any trash you have. Oh, and make
your bed. It’ll be worth the work.
BRING PROTECTION - and
actually use it. It’s a one night
stand, chances are I won’t
remember your name tomorrow,
so what makes you think I
want to risk having any form of
commitment with you?
Pre-Sex it. I see you, you see me
let’s get naked - NO! It’s creepy
when a guy is in that much of
a hurry. You will get more from
taking a little time to build the
urge.
And with that urge....If you
have made it this far, there is no
need to throw any back - when
you drink, you seem to forget
something as simple as NO
GLOVE NO LOVE.
Then, if you succeed to put on a

rubber, you fail at finding where
to put it. - so hold back the liquid
courage or risk tragic equipment
failure....

in this scenerio it’s the burning of the
bras. Because for a one night stand it
helps get all of the intimacy of being
naked without any of the fuss.

Once we get past the good stuff,
we can not stress enough that
you DON’T NEED TO FAKE IT!!!
We mean it - sex was good, bad,
doesn’t matter. Don’t waste time
asking for my number unless you
do plan on using it - and if by
chance you are, then buddy...you
seem to not know what this really
is; it’s SEX, not a date.

So you be a gentleman and we will
make sure to let our hair down ladies
and go all out.
(Or should we say,
let you go all in?)

Lastly, it’s always appreciated if we
don’t get stuck on a walk of shame,
and instead either walked to our
car, or even have you call us an uber
home. We just gave you a little taste
of goodness, the least you can do is
make sure we make it home ok.
So if there is anything good that
came from the feminist movement in
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here is no such thing as being too old for
toys. Granted, one could easily argue that
our phones can be considered gadgets but
that’s not what we are talking about here.
A phone is essential for every day, thus any
app you may have downloaded - no matter
how entertaining it may be to pretend to
drive a helicopter, it’s not anywhere close to what we are
about to talk about.
1) This is perhaps our favorite! Doppler Lab’s Here One they’re earbuds that allows it’s users to manipulate sounds
around them. So whether you are flying and need to tune
out that crying baby, or sitting with the boys over a beer
wondering WTH they just said...
innovation revelas that you can
easily become a master of your
own audio.
2) eSight 3 we feel is one of the
most functional items on our list.
This is an over-eye visor that helps
legally blind people navigate. It is
lightweight and does everything
from read to provide directions.
This is a true augmented reality
headset.
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3) Remember NINTENDO? It’s BACK! And well,
when they get it right, it’s REALLY RIGHT. They have
introduced the TV-or-Handheld gaming device that is both
mobie and mighty, versatile and idiosyncratic - and if it’s
how we predict, it is truly somethign to pave the way of
things to come.
4) Not a gamer but more of a viewer? We got the thing for
you - Rif6 Cube. This incredible little gadget allows you
to project your mobile phone with a 120” display. Simply
connect to the cube and let’s the streaming begin. And you
thought you could only do this at the movies...
5) And of course, no MAN’s list would be complete without
mentioning a grill, a car, or even a gym.....so just to ensure
this list feels complete - below is the 488GTB 2017 Red
Ferrari, and well....You can get your own beer.

ENJOY!!!!
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PHOTOGRAPHER: Mahsa Safdari

PREVIOUS PAGE:
MODELS: Rachelle Royale and Kevin Benoit, @therealkevinbenoit
MODEL: Scott Gardner, @scottmgardner1
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MODEL: Mike Chabot, @mikechabotfitness
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Writen By Sebastian Lysen

Photographed at LINE Hotel

PHOTOGRAPHY: Alfie Liebl

H

E PAYS ATTENTION TO
DETAILS AND CARES
ABOUT THE FINISH.

The touch of perfection to his
facial hair- eyebrows, neck and
jawline- says a lot about a man,
in the same way his abs say a lot about his diet.
That eight-pack doesn’t come by looking at diet
options on the dairy shelf, but from consistency
and discipline in the kitchen. It’s a lifestyle and
the choice of steamed broccoli over a steaming,
delicious, casserole on a weekday. There’s nothing
as attractive as a man taking the time to groom his
unkempt furriness, but that doesn’t mean shaving it
all off.
It’s not a two-sided story of either a silky smooth or
a caveman-y man. Just like with sex, all women like
it different, but most like it well-tamed. Just like we
prefer our greens to be organic, we are mindful in
our choice of attraction to you. The details are what
differ the bachelor from the rest of the single men
164| thelafashion.com
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IF IT MAKES YOU LOOK WORSE, GET
RID OF IT.
Great hair sometimes means no hair. If your facial
hair is growing like spread out cacti in a desert
valley, it’s a no-brainer then to let silky smoothness
rule your cheeks. And if your skin post shaving
gives the impression of a volcano eruption in
Hawaii, it’s probably time to switch out that old

DON’T SPRINKLE THE BATHROOM
WITH YOUR LEFTOVERS MAN.
Last but not least: leave no hair behind! It’s not
party confetti to leave when your manscaping
junket is over. Just because it doesn’t stick to you
any longer, it still belongs to you. Be a gentleman
and put your weeds where we can’t see them, and
no, don’t even think about comparing a leftover
hairpin with your pubes; they have never ended up
between your teeth and never will.

blade of yours. Although if you’re blessed with
perfect facial hair, keep it. But only if you’re
going to treat it as a rose in the garden; groom it,
moisturize it, and keep it soft. Many women like
to look at it - not as many like to kiss it when it’s
rough; it’s the feeling of being slowly combed with
a boar ristle brush that is an instant mood killer.

D

UDE, LOSE THE
SWEATER!

Some women like a buzzed
front, others a clean shaved
torso, but here’s the general
rule: if you can’t see your body,
change that all-season sweater for a soft veil of
sexiness. Letting your ”wild manliness” grow free
is not today’s woman’s dream, and to be honest, no
woman wants to wake up petting Chewbacca.
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I always wondered what FALL in MIAMI
would be like - linen sport coats, medium
weight denim, and a button up or medium
weight shirt. let’s not forget the fabulous tan
that will hide beneath the shades and the
flecks of gold in the hair from being in the
sun all day.
I guess it’s not much different than any other
day - except there is the occassional extra
layer of clothing.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Wong Sim
MODEL: Mitchel Wick, @mitchell.wick

GLASSES: Ray Ban
BLAZER: ZARA
SHIRT: Kenneth Cole
DENIM: Levis
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OPPOSITE PAGE
JACKET: Straight to Hell Apparel
SHORT: Kenneth Cole
DENIM: Levis
THIS PAGE
GLASSES: Ray Ban
BLAZER: ZARA
SHIRT: Express
DENIM: Levis
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GLASSES: Ray Ban
BLAZER: ZARA
SHORT: Kenneth Cole
DENIM: Levis
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YOUR APP
Sex UPPROFILE
T
echnology coupled with dating has definitely
made it convenient to finding your future
spouse or boo-thang. Your companion is just
one swipe away. But before they are revealed
to you, you must review the do’s and don’ts to
having that A1 Tindr profile. Here are a few helpful tips to
connecting yourself to the right one.

For the fellas, these recommendations shouldn’t be
dismissed! If you are looking for Mrs. Right or Ms. Right
now, these tips will help you lock down the right one. As
you begin to build your bio, be specific as to why you’re on
Tindr. For an example, I’m looking for my lover or I’m here
for hookups. Being direct will save you time and women
will respect you more for being upfront. Additionally,
being your authentic self while trying to find the right
descriptive words is essential. Remember, first impression
is everything!

Let’s focus on the DO’s:

1. Lead with interesting facts about yourself: hobbies,
likes, food, and experiences
2. Are you religious or spiritual? Tell us what this means
for you!
3. Tell us about your professional or experiential
background – there’s nothing better than a well cultured
articulate man to peak our interest to create a desire to
know more about you!

DON’Ts:

1. Leave the eggplant at the store! Women love the element
of surprise.
2. Ditch the Halloween costumes at the party. No one wants
to see you dressed up as your favorite marvel character or
horror villain. Unless that’s your thing, then cosplay on.
3. Avoid outlining everything you don’t want in a woman
and focus on what you do want.
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You might think a sexy photo is what causes women to
Swipe Right. There is some truth to that, but your bio is the
most intricate part of capturing the woman of your dreams.
Also, when it comes to selecting your photos to post, make
sure you post more than one, because if there is just one
photo, the likelihood of a woman to swipe right is slim to
none. Demonstrate who you are on a day to day by showing
pictures of you in your everyday element; disclosing height
and physique increases the likelihood of finding a partner
aligned to your physical attributes.
Finally, we don’t have the desire to be catfished; when
you’re selecting your photos, be sure to post a flick or two
without your baseball cap, fedora, shades, or beanie. We
want to see your pearly whites and distinguished features.
And, if you have children, lead with that! Women find
transparency in a man to be a highly desirable trait. The last
thing we want to do is get to know you and then find out
about any extra baggage. Be yourself and lead with your
authenticity and integrity. You will catch more right swipes
and possibilities showing us who you are and not who you
are trying to be!
Netflix and Chillin’ may appeal to some, but leading with
the right intentions helps you to drive the precise traffic and
candidate pool to suit your fancy whether it is long term or
one account of late night and early morning sessions. You
would be surprised to find out many women may be seeking
the exact same encounter or long term experience aligned
to your intent. Remember, In order for women to swipe
right, keep that profile nice and tight!

ENJOY RESPONSIBLY
www.ourvodka.com
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INTRODUCING
ARIA BEAUTY
INFRARED HAIR TOOLS!
Ultra-gentle technology reduces damage and
transforms all hair textures instantly.

WANT TO JOIN THE
INFRARED

revolution?

Available at www.ariabeauty.com or finer salons across North America

FIND OUT WHAT TOOLS COVER ICON GIANNANDREA
IS USING ON ALL HIS CELEBRITY CLIENTS!

Want one for
yourself?

Use promo code

LAMAG30

30% OFF
for any purchase at

GIANNANDREA
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ariabeauty.com

Written By River Callaway
PHOTOGRAPHY: Carl Duquette
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Cosmoprof NA in the heart of

T

GIANNANDREA

rends come and go, but style is forever...
and when it comes to your hair, a trendy
cut may not keep up with your personal
style. So what happens when a bad haircut
turns your style from flawless to faultedinstantly? How can you trust your hair is
in the right hands? There’s one name in
the hair industry that stands apart from the rest. The one
women around the world (and mostly those we see on red
carpets) turn to, to style their strands to perfection. It’s the
one and only Giannandrea Marongiu.
The man who reinvented the bob, Giannandrea is a legend
in the hair industry. Originally from Bologna, Italy, he
got his start working as an assistant on
photo-shoots for fashion magazines in the
early 80s. Starting off on his own as an
entrepreneur at a mere 18, Giannandrea
has taken the beauty industry by storm since
then, working with Heidi Klum, Reese
Witherspoon, Sofia Vergara, Catherine
Zeta-Jones in the past, to more recently
with Drew Barrymore, Carey Mulligan, Eva
Mendes and Kirsten Dunst. Ever wonder
who designed Kristen Stewart’s modern
and bold platinum buzz cut for premiere
of her movie Personal Shopper? Or Karlie
Kloss’s soft 1920s curl look for the Oscars this year? Yep,
Giannandrea has been behind the top celebs hitting red
carpets around the world; he’s dyed, styled, and chopped,
giving women bold and beautiful hair that is careerdefining.

the perfect chop, let’s dive in!
LAFM: Giannandrea, you’ve come a long way from that little
boy in Bologna, can you tell us how you got your start?

GM: When I was growing up in Bologna and assisting
different people, I went to a photoshoot where I saw all the
movement and action, I saw the whole process and realized
that there was a real business behind hairstyling. I began
working as a freelancer at 18, where I began heading to
Milan to do hair for fashion shows, so working in fashion
eventually led me to be working in the entertainment
industry-from catwalks to red carpets! From the late 80s to
early 90s, I began working primarily in Paris, where I saw
even more glamour in the business, and I remained an artist
developing concepts.

Giannandrea
is a legend
in the hair
industry

He’s worked with top magazines, he regularly attends
events around the world to style A-Listers, and LAFM
was lucky enough to sit down with him-while he was at the
Toronto Film Festival styling his gals no less-to dish all
things about hair. From that celeb’s chic cut, to how to get
176 | thelafashion.com

LAFM: What is your favorite hairstyle?

GM: Without a doubt, the bob! That
haircut has lived a hundred years. I grew
up watching so many old black and white
film noir movies, and saw the glitz and the
glamour of those silver screen actresses with
their short bob haircuts. It’s such an iconic
haircut that’s still modern today.
LAFM: What is your inspiration?

GM: Nature has really been my inspiration. I love trees
especially. They’re beautiful things that move with the wind
so elegantly, and it completely motivates my work. Trees
are a wonderful piece of the planet to grab inspiration from,
but really all nature inspires me-all forms of life around me,
I bring that energy into my work and into my experiences
with my clients. That sense of calm surrounding.
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LAFM: What has been the proudest moment of your career?

GM: In 2016, I was nominated for an Emmy for my work on
the show The Voice-for doing Christina Aguilera’s hair.
LAFM: What has been the biggest challenge you’ve faced in
your career?

GM: There’s never been a major challenge career- wise
for me. I’m a very progressive thinker, I’m very much
connected in society-in changing trends from looks in
makeup and in style to culturally, and I’m very much
connected with the youth culture. I stay very relevant and
aware of everything going on and use that to create my styles
and my concepts. Ever since the 80s when I first began in
hair, I’ve always had that youthful energy, and because I’ve
been doing it for so long I’ve been able
to master all my techniques.
For example, before I think about the
hair, I look at the person, I come to
understand their energy and the energy
their life exists in. Once I understand
this, I develop the style of their hair for
that appointment. Most people think I
go in knowing exactly what type of cut
or color I’ll be doing, but it’s all about
understanding the person sitting in the
chair, understanding their being, who
they are, and manifesting that into a
look for them that works.

GM: To truly teach my craft, to be more inspirational to
others. I’ve been doing this for 30 years and it’s been a
progression. When clients come through the door and sit
down, I get a sense of who they are and understand what I
will be doing and I tell them “I can see your future!” which
I truly value, and I believe the client does as well. When
you come to me, you and your hair will be in good hands.
I’ve worked on over 6,000 photoshoots, and like I said,
I’ve had 30 years in the industry. I’ve worked with so many
different people and learned, which I hope others will know
and understand-it’s never just you creating something on
your own. When I’m on a photoshoot, I take in what lens
the photographer is shooting with, what design the clothes
are, the motion in which the model will be moving, and I
use all of those elements to create a unique style for each
person I work with. I hope to help others understand that
and to continue
to approach all my
clients with a sense of
understanding, while
still being open to
learning and taking in
the world around me!

LAFM: Can you elaborate more on
your technique-of studying the client
when they come into the room, versus
deciding on their hair beforehand?

GM: Sure, you really have to
understand who the woman is, you
have to find the prime source of their
energy, and then truly make it your own. I understand
proportions, I understand my craft, and I know my
technique, so when I meet them and begin to understand
who they are, I’m able to communicate with them on a
subconscious level. I’m able to tap into their energy and
develop a creation that’s truly unique.

be keeping an eye out!

Giannandrea is
the man of the hair
moment, and he
can take his bow.
His stylings are
imaginative, modern
and all around
fabulous. One
thing’s for certain
for the legendary
Giannandrea,
everything from his
imaginative designs
to his meaningful
lifestyle-LAFM will

LAFM: And lastly, what can we expect from you in the future?
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Issa fatal attraction. Hair on fleek, pouty lips, waist snatched, booty juicy
like a Georgia peach, she just might be the woman of your dreams. A Gold
Digger presents herself in many shapes, forms, and fashions, and will seem
like a kept woman. Regardless of how she appears, she chose you, you didn’t
choose her. She knows you are tired of the snacks and trying to catch a meal.
This savage will make you feel like you’re in charge of all the decisions, but
really she has an agenda and knows why she is in your presence from day
one.

Written By Tyquana Talton
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Y

es, she is
going to treat
you like a
King. She will
demonstrate
all the traits of
a lady in the
streets, and
a freak in the
sheets, and
she will play
housewife
or a business woman. She is walking around
looking like a ten but she really is less than a
one when the mask comes off. She lets you
have everything you want in exchange for Yves
Saint Laurent, a whip, keys to the condo, and
access to everything you can put her on to.
She will be whatever she has to be to secure
your attention and bag the assets you bring.

She will play like she needs to be rescued, but STAY WOKE. She already
has another one to bounce to and she knows how to please you both. So
how do you avoid the snatch of a Gold Digger?
1. Don’t go along with any of her plans. Push your own agenda and don’t
compromise to her outlandish requests.
2. Give her options of things to do, restaurants to try, and make sure
she reciprocates. You shouldn’t be the only one giving in a dating
relationship.
3. Never let her isolate you. Once you are isolated she knows she has free
reign to control your every move.
Now that you have raised the stakes, be prepared for a change in the dating
game. She may seem like the girl next door, but she’s going for it and she’s
hoe-ing for it. You would expect this from a video vixen but you wouldn’t
see this coming from the girl next door. Men, you have a choice, either stay
and get slept on or get woke to the game.

No matter how this woman
presents herself, her
agenda is always the same:
Find the man, put in the
work, and get the money.
She will give you a list of requirements to meet
her high standards. Her goal is to manipulate
you with your finances in the name of your
ability to provide for her. And color has no
lines, she will seduce you and give it to you
any way you like it in exchange for thrills of
that bank account. She is going to ride you
like a surfboard to keep her wavy.
This is not a game of checkers, she plays
chess. For you, she will become whoever it
is you need her to be; you might have found
her making it clap for them bands, pushing
her own Bentley, and taking trips around the
world, but for you she is going to be demure,
even polished. When you take her to dinner
she will lead with cleavage or legs, never both
at the same time, wear the price tag around
her neck and present you with a sob story
to bait, hook, and snag you into her web of
deceptions and lies.

PHOTOGRAPHY: Lindsay Adler
MODEL: Cynthia Carvajal
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You may think you know what I am thinking.
You may even think you can predict my
next move, but the truth is that no matter
what it is that I am going through I know
how to play this Jungle Game.
I hide behind this mask and continue on
through my day as if nothing - all while you
and everyone else fight like wild animals
to stay alive.

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Alfred Liebl, @alfiecinematic
MODEL: Sebastian Lysen
STYLING: Rafael Bruno, @ 214design

Rabbit Mask - 214Designs
Suit & Shirt - Moods of Norway
Lapel Pin - 214Designs
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”The Mouse” Headpiece - 214Designs
Suit & Shirt - Moods of Norway
Lapel Pin - 214 Designs
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“The Mouse” Headpiece - 214Designs
Suit - Vintage Moods of Norway
Belt & Shirt - Moods of Norway
Lapel Pin - 214Designs
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O

nly someone with true balls can
achieve what Aoki has done. This
also goes to say for anyone who
dares shut down part of NYC to
not only debut a fashion line but
also drop their latest album...but
that is exactly what happened.
Steve Aoki - DJ, Producer, Designer, and truly
one BAD ASS - No f*cks given individual came
to the big apple and decided he
would shut down East 4th from
Broadway to Lafayette. However,
while the common reaction from
the everyday New Yorker is to be
upset, that was not the case. But
that’s what happenes when you
have earned your Star Power, after
all, this is Steve we are talking
about!
The day started quiet as people
began to line up as you would for
any concert. While this happened, a private viewing
was set up for a select handful where you could see
the Spring 2018 presentation of the latest Dim
Mak collection. This followed by cocktails, some
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eats and one very well welcomed open bar - it was
easy to see why everyone would state this to be a
success....
But this was not the highlight. As things began
to get in motion, everyone was allowed to begin
framing a stage. Suddenly, a marching band
commenced hyping up the crowd and as they
disbanded, it was the cue needed to begin. Aoki hit
the turntables and to the masses came
the first model
The collections was streetwear heaven
to anyone who is interested in any
form of modern wear.Flak jackets,
hoodies and t-shirts with key details
of cyborg palm trees ornamented
with barbed-wire detailing. This was
not the most notable part however.
For those who paid attention they
are more than likely speaking on
how “Land of the free, home of the
brave,” was patchworked across the back of some
garments.

W

e suppose it was fitting
being that our intro was
drums, and the words,
“This season started
off with the idea of the
world we’re living in
right now. It’s chaotic,
there’s mayhem. The collection is about trying to
find hope inside it - paradise found, living in this
dichotomous reality.”
After the unconventional fashion show was over;
the main event was about to begin; the official
release of “KOLONY” - the much waited for
hybrid record that mixesgenres in the most
unexpected method.
Kolony, Aoki’s fourth album was one that
abandoned the electro-house neon future feel we
have defined him with. Teaming
up with some of the biggest
names in hip-hop like Migos,
Gucci Mane, 2 Chainz, Lil
Yachty and more introduced a
bridge between EDM andrap’s
newest generation.

because he was not about EDM - he was about
bringing himself into the collaboration and be
creative.
Now, if you are to ask Aoki about his thoughts on
music and different world’s coming together, he
will tell you that it’s all about the ENERGY. Energy
is going to be by far the most important element
that will surpass trends, cultures, genres and styles.
Because the energy that goes in the studio when
creating is the energy that people are going to feel and that is what they are most attracted to.
I guess this is only the beginning of many more
subcultures to come. And if this continues,
“KOLONY” was only the beginning to a healthy
ecosystem that started with a feeling, grew on
Energy and Lives because everyone wants to be a
part of it.

For those that followed Aoki,
they are familiar with how it
started. In the past, by the time
the process would begin with
an artist, Aoki admits to already
having beats done, but this
time it was different. Uzi Vert
was not all about the big drop,
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R

emember back in 2015 when Kanye
West concluded his headlining set at
Glastonbury on the weekend by reminding
everyone that he was the “greatest living
rockstar on the planet right now” ? And
while haters quickly disagreed being that
he has quickly proven our gut that a whole
lot of crazy comes out of his mouth, he perhaps was actually
on to something. Just think, British GQ stated recently that
“the are of the rockstar is over” but we care to think that
they perhaps did not mean “over” as in extinct, but instead
as in stating that it has evolved...and like it or not, Rockstars
have been replaced by Rapstars.

4) DATE THE MODELS - A$AP and Kendall, or Chanel.
The Weeknd and Bella...and the list continues.

Rockstars were always making controversial headliners all
while making the most exciting music around. If we are to
line it up it’s easy to see where we are going with this:

So there
you have
it....a
simple 5
point outline
that gets you
thinking - Sh*t,
Kanye was
right....

1) STYLE OF THEIR OWN - you see the wardrobe and
automatically are able to categorize them.
2) MOSHING - you see it at every show.
3) DRUG USE (and we don’t mean weed) - It’s not a secret,
our favorite artists all have addictions. Some do the hard
stuff, others take it slower...but they all sing about it.

5) MUSIC DOMINANCE - face it, whether it’s on your
playlist on your phone or not, chances are you
know the music because of a bar a club,
or the fact that 6 out of the top
10 Billboard’s Hot
100 are
HipHop/
R&B
Tracks.

What else could he
be right about then?
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Jacket: Cole Haan
Pants: John Varvatos
Shirt: Zara
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LEFT PAGE:
Jacket: Michael Kors
Sweater: Pendleton
Pants: Rufskin
Belt: Fossil
RIGHT PAGE:
Turtle Neck: Hugo Boss
Pants: Rufskin
Belt: Fossil
Ring: David Yrman
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Dress
Showpo
Jewelry
Cassidy Bliss
Cooper
Belt
Forever21
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LEFT PAGE:
Sweater: Top Shot
Pants: D Square
RIGHT PAGE:
Jacket: Cole Haan
Shirt: Zara
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Written By Ashley Curry
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cleanse. moisturize. slay!
(repeat)

3-in-1 french lava
cleanser, scrub, mask
all-purpose moisturizer
& makeup primer
killer acne/blemish
treatment roll-on
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